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Awards and Nominations 2019 & 2018

Any Ordinary Day by Leigh Sales
Shortlisted: Indie Book Awards 2019

Unmaking A Murderer: The Mysterious Death of Anna–Jane Cheney by Graham Archer
Winner: Ned Kelly Awards 2018 (Best True Crime)

John Curtin’s War: Volume 1 by John Edwards
Longlisted: Australian Book Prize (Council for the Humanities, Arts and Social Sciences) 2018

The First Casualty: From the Front Lines of the Global War on Journalism by Peter Greste
Longlisted: Australian Book Prize (Council for the Humanities, Arts and Social Sciences) 2018

Maori Made Easy Workbook by Scotty Morrison
Shortlisted: Copyright Licensing Education Awards New Zealand 2018

A Scandal in Bohemia by Gideon Haigh
Longlisted: Waverly Library Award 2018

A Life Underwater by Charlie Veron
Longlisted: Waverly Library Award 2018

Unmasked by Turia Pitt 
Shortlisted: Australian Industry Book Awards 2018

Unbreakable by Jelena Dokic

Shortlisted: Australian Industry Book Awards 2018
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RIGHTS SOLD – Highlights – 2019 & 2018 

Don’t Stop Believin’
Olivia Newton John
United Kingdom (Simon & 
Schuster)
Germany (Hannibal Koch)
Previously sold to:
North America (Simon & 
Schuster)

Dogs with Jobs
Laura Greaves
Poland (Grupa Foksal)
Previously sold to:
United Kingdom (Orion 
Publishing)
Mexico (Editorial Planeta 
Mexicana)
Hungary (Gabo Kiado)

Shine: 20 Secrets to a Happy 
Life
Shannah Kennedy and 
Lyndall Mitchell
Turkey (Egitim Yayinevi)
Previously sold to:
China (China Times 
Publishing Company)
Audio (Bolinda Publishing)

A Zero Waste Life
Anita Vandyke
Czech Republic (Alpha Books)
Russia (Portal Publishing 
House)
Indonesia (PT Elex Media 
Komputindo)
Previously sold to:
China (Beijing United 
Creation Culture Media Co)
Audio (Bolinda)

Thai Street Food
David Thompson
Korea (Esoop Publishing Co.)
Previously sold to:
North America (Ten Speed 
Press)
United Kingdom (Octops 
Publishing Group)

Thai Food
David Thompson
Germany (Echtzeit)
Previously sold to:
North America (Ten Speed 
Press)
United Kingdom (Anova 
Books)
France (Editions Du 
Rouergue

Break–Up Boss
Zoë Foster Blake
Germany (Ars Edition)

Chaos to Calm
Shannah Kennedy and 
Lyndall Mitchell
Turkey (Egitim Yayinevi)
Previously sold to:
Audio (Bolinda Publishing)

The Life Plan
Shannah Kennedy
Turkey (Egitim Yayinevi)

Any Ordinary Day
Leigh Sales
Taiwan (Ecus Publishing 
House)

The Gut-Friendly Cookbook
Alana Scott
North America (Countryman 
Press)

The Rescuers
Laura Greaves
Czech Republic (Grada)
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RIGHTS SOLD – Highlights – 2019 & 2018 

The Complete Low FODMAP 
Diet
Sue Shepherd & Dr Peter 
Gibson
Spain (Alfaomega)
Previously sold to:
North America (The 
Experiment)
United Kingdom (Vermilion)
France (Marabout)

T2: The Book
Maryanne Shearer
Korea (Korean Tea Sommelier 
Institute)

The Modern Family Survival 
Guide
Nigel Latta
Russia (Piter-Press 
Publishers)
Previously sold to:
Hungary (Kulinaria Kiado)
Romania (Niculescu 
Publishing House)
Serbia (Psihopolis Institute)

Interval Weight Loss for Life
Dr Nick Fuller
Taiwan (China Times)

Embrace Yourself
Taryn Brumfitt
Germany (Gräfe und Unzer 
Verlag GmbH)

The Art of Simple
Eleanor Ozich
Germany (Verlag Freies 
Geistesleben & Urachhaus)

It Must Be My Hormones
Marion Gluck and Vicki 
Edgson
Poland (Studio 
Astropsychologi)
Previously sold to:
Italy (Cairo Editore)

Wild Delicious
Amber Rose
The Netherlands (Karakter 
Uitgevers)
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Parenting

Up the Duff: 2020 edition
Kaz Cooke

Pub date: October 2019

Format: 544pp 

Rights held: World

Rights sold: North America (Ten Speed Press), United 

Kingdom (Rough Guides), Germany (Verlagsgruppe 

Random House), France (Editions Leduc), Italy (Edizionne 

Piemme), Brazil (Editora Fundamento), Spain (Ediciones 

B), Czech Republic (JOTA), Poland (Wydawnictwo 

Insignis), Chinese Simplified (Tianjin Publishing House), 

Lithuania (VAGA Publishers) 

Rights sold previous title: Babies and Toddlers, formerly 

Kidwrangling Spain (Ediciones B, S.A), United Kingdom 

(Penguin Random House), Poland (Wydawnictwo 

Insignis), North America (Ten Speed Press), United 

Kingdom (Rough Guides), France (Editions Leduc), China 

(Tianjin Publishing House)

Girl Stuff 8–12 Greece (Psichogios Publications), Chinese 

Simplified (Beijing Green Beans)

Audio: Rights Available

Imprint: Viking Australia

Kaz’s positive, encouraging and practical 
information helps readers navigate the joys, 
challenges and responsibilities of the first step into 
parenthood – with just the right dash of irreverence 
and humour.   

First published in 1999, Kaz Cooke’s best–selling Up 
the Duff is firmly established as the most loved and 
trusted book for women on pregnancy.

This 20th–anniversary edition has been fully revised 
and updated. Australia’s most trusted advisor on 
women’s health delivers the lowdown on pregnancy, 
birth and how to best prepare for life with a baby. 
There’s no bossy–boots advice – just lots of cartoons 
and the soundest, sanest, wittiest advice you’ll ever get. 

Inside, there’s the crucial week–by–week info on what’s 
happening to you and the baby, coupled with the 
hilarious diary of Hermione the (even more) Modern 
Girl, and everything you need to know about preparing 
for pregnancy and birth: info on conceiving and the 
latest in IVF; crying, eating, weeing, sleeping, working; 
partners, bosoms, busybodies and bunny–rugs; 
nausea, stretch marks and other ‘side effects’ mucking 
with your ‘glow’; the very latest tests – what they are, 

what they’re for and when you should have them; 
healthy foetal growth, development and movements; 
the best services, websites and books on everything 
pregnancy; ‘natural childbirth’ vs medical intervention; 
baby clothes and nappies; travel, safety, and how to 
be rude to complete strangers; labour, caesareans 
and pain relief; breastfeeding and what life’s like with a 
newborn baby.

Up the Duff has all you need to know on pregnancy 
and childbirth: the scary parts, the funny parts, the 
joyful parts – and your private parts.

KAZ COOKE is a bestselling author and 
cartoonist whose books have informed and 
tickled Australians and New Zealanders for more 
than twenty years. 

Her books include Up the Duff: The Real Guide 
to Pregnancy, Babies & Toddlers: The Sequel 
to Up the Duff, Girl Stuff 8–12, Girl Stuff: Your 
Full–on Guide to the Teen Years – all updated 
each year; Women’s Stuff, the children’s picture 
books Wanda Linda Goes Beserk and The Terrible 
Underpants, and the novel Ada. 

Selling Points
• Kaz Cooke is the number 1 advisor for 

women and girls. As a formidable journalist, 
her books are meticulously researched with 
the help of a team of medical experts.

• Since its first publication in 1999, Up the 
Duff has sold over 380,000 copies. This 
is the book that launched and cemented 
Kaz’s career. It is firmly established as the 
most trusted and loved book for women 
on pregnancy. This edition celebrates the 
book’s 20th anniversary.

• This edition has been rigorously revised and 
updated, and contains the very latest advice 
and advancements in prenatal testing and 
medical advice on pregnancy, including the 
latest research on miscarriage; due dates 
and inductions; and sleeping positions and 
reading baby movement to avoid stillbirth. 

• Revisions extend beyond the latest 
medical advice and research; there’s more 
information for same–sex couples and 
diverse cultural backgrounds, and working 
parents; advice regarding new trends in 
baby showers and gender–reveal parties; 
new info on intersex babies. The much–
loved diary of Hermione the Modern Girl has 
been updated for a 21st–century readership. 
And there are some brand–new cartoons!

KAZ COOKE HAS SOLD OVER1.5 MILLION COPIES WORLDWIDE
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Narrative

Perfect Motion: How Walking 
Makes Us Wiser
Jono Lineen

Pub date: July 2019

Format: 288pp – 153mm x  234mm

Rights held: World

Rights sold previous title: River Trilogy: Travels Down Three 

of the World’s Greatest Rivers: Canada (Pottersfield Press)
Audio: Penguin Random House Australia
Imprint: Ebury Australia

Since our first ancestor rose up to place one foot 
in front of another, our desire to walk has produced 
fundamental changes in our bodies and minds. 

In Perfect Motion, Jono Lineen investigates that 
transformation, and why walking has made us 
more creative, helped us to learn, constructed our 
perception of time, strengthened our resilience and 
provided a way of making sense of our life – and 
death.

After the tragic loss of his younger brother, Lineen 
experienced walking’s regenerative power firsthand. 
Grief–stricken and adrift, he set off on a 2700–
kilometre solo trek across the Himalayas. He walked 
for months until his legs ached and feet blistered, 
and by the end of the expedition something 
had changed in him. He was stronger – not just 
physically, but psychologically and emotionally.

What had happened? What had given him this 
feeling of peace; joy even? Determined to find out, 
he began researching the science and history of 
walking and running, and discovered that there 
were fascinating reasons for his metamorphosis. 
Walking helps us to learn, to alter our perception 
of time and space, and heighten our capacity to 
problem solve and create the stories that frame 
our lives. Walking is infinitely more than just 
about getting from point A to point B. Walking has 
been a stimulus and a medium for our cognitive 
development, we have grown wiser through walking 
and this has influenced and accelerated humanity’s 
creative capacity and our evolutionary progress. 

Now, weaving together his own remarkable personal 
stories with evolutionary research, psychology, 
neuroscience, anatomy and philosophy, Lineen 
reveals for the first time the powerful effect that 
even the shortest strolls can have on us. 

Today we need walking more than ever. As our 
lives become increasingly hurried and ever more 
complex it is comforting and empowering to know 
that going for a walk brings us into contact with our 
history as the Earth’s most evolutionarily successful 
species. Walking is what we are made to do; it is our 
perfect motion.

JONO LINEEN was born in Belfast, Northern 
Ireland. He moved to Canada as a young boy 
and then spent almost 20 years travelling the 
world working as a forester, mountain guide, ski 
racer, humanitarian relief worker and writer. He 
is a senior curator at the National Museum of 
Australia. His books include River Trilogy, Into the 
Heart of the Himalayas and Perfect Motion.

Jono has lectured and given T.V. and radio 
interviews on his research and writing in 
Canada, the United States, Australia, the United 
Kingdom, France, the Netherlands, Belgium, 
Spain, Italy, Switzerland and Germany.

Selling Points
• Perfect Motion taps into the huge success 

of Sapiens by Yuval Noah Harari and Born to 
Run by Christopher McDougall.

• Over the past five years there has been an 
abundance of popular books on walking: 
Robert Macfarlane’s The Old Ways, Simon 
Armitage reciting poetry along the Pennine 
Way, Levison Wood’s adventures down 
the Nile and across the Himalayas. People 
relate to stories based around walking, and 
over the centuries hundreds of thousands 
of books, paintings and films have been 
influenced by walking. There has never 
been a study investigating the obvious 
connection between the creative life, a 
fulfilled life and walking. 

• Jono brings anthropology, science and 
history to life by interweaving his own 
personal story – and he’s led a FASCINATING 
life. He’s been kidnapped while working 
for Médicins sans Frontières, he’s walked 
the Himalayas solo after the death of his 
brother, he was once a champion skier and 
a marathon runner. He’s also the nicest and 
humblest man you could ever meet.
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Highlights

Lionesses
Sue Brierley

Pub date: October 2019

Format: 288pp – 153mm x  234mm

Rights held: World

Audio: Penguin Random House Australia

Imprint: Viking

The remarkable stories of the three women who 
raised Saroo Brierley.

As everyone now knows, Saroo Brierley had two 
mothers: his Indian birth mother, Kamla, and then his 
Australian adoptive mother, Sue. They’re both in Lion, 
book and movie. 

Now, Sue Brierley tells the full story from their point of 
view and including that of another remarkable woman, 
Mrs Saroj Sood, who ran the orphanage that saved the 
five–year–old Saroo (and thousands of others) from 
the streets of Kolkata. 

As well as playing a key part in Saroo’s story, each 
of these three woman represents a different aspect 
of mothering – for a child one’s borne; a child one’s 
chosen to take care of; and for children at large. Sue 
would say this last act of love is the greatest. 

Lion: A Long Way Home is Saroo’s story, but the 
millions who have read or watched Lion would 
undoubtedly have wondered about the story of the 
mothers.

Imagine, for example, being Kamla: two of your 
children disappear on the same night; the older is 
confirmed dead and you must assume the same is 
true of the younger, but nevertheless, you wait in the 
same town in case he should find his way home, even 
as the rest of your family moves away. And 25 years 
later, there’s a knock at the door . . . 

A Long Way Home
Saroo Brierley

The story that took the world by storm! A Long 
Way Home is Saroo Brierley’s story of survival 
and triumph against incredible odds.

About A Long Way Home:
• It has been published in 30 countries
• It has sold over 1 million copies worldwide!
• In 2016, A Long Way Home was adapted 

into the Academy Award–Nominated film 
Lion starring Nicole Kidman, Dev Patel and 
Rooney Mara. 

Movie Trailer
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=–
RNI9o06vqo 

NOVEMBER 2016
(FILM TIE–IN 

EDITION)

JUNE 2013 
(ORIGINAL 

PUBLICATION)
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Self Help

Restore
The Essentialists

Pub date: April 2019

Format: 288pp – 153mm x  234mm

Rights held: World

Rights sold previous titles: 

Chaos to Calm: Turkey (Egitim Yayinevi), Audio (Bolinda)

Shine: Turkey (Egitim Yayinevi), Taiwan (China Times 

Publishing Company), Audio (Bolinda)
Imprint: Michael Joseph Australia

Do you feel exhausted by daily life? Are you 
unsure where to start? Unable to stop?
With 20 essential self-renewal practices to take 
you from surviving to thriving, Restore helps 
you reconnect with yourself and revitalise your 
life. Packed with tried-and-tested strategies 
and practical tips, from cultivating patience to 
embracing solitude and supercharging your senses, 
you will learn how to replenish your natural energy 
and become so much more. It’s time to nourish 
and nurture yourself from the inside out. It’s time to 
Restore.

SHANNAH KENNEDY Ten successful years in 
the corporate world – two in the Money Market 
and eight in high-level sports management and 
sponsorship – made Shannah Kennedy the very 
definition of a high achiever.

Shannah worked with more than 100 world-class 
athletes through her management, PR and 
sponsorship roles, flitting around the globe, in 
a 24/7 role that never slowed down. Outside of 
work, Shannah juggled fitness, finances, friends 
and relationships with her demanding career. 

And then, her body delivered a devastating 
reminder that she needed time to ‘breathe’ – that 
she was not a machine. Ten years on, Shannah 
is an Advanced Certified Coach and NLP 
Practitioner. Her ability to directly empathise 
with high achievers has Shannah in constant 
demand with entrepreneurs, executives, 
managers, celebrities and professional athletes. 

As a professional coach and author, successful 
business owner and sought-after corporate 
speaker, as well as a wife, mother, runner, 
investor and hobby creator, Shannah has 
mastered the art of balance. She offers her 
clients, and now her readers, an opportunity to 
achieve simplicity, structure and success in life.

LYNDALL MITCHELL is a coach, wellness expert, 
and founder of the Aurora Spa Group, Australia’s 
pioneering, award-winning urban spa. She is 
a leading coach, speaker and consultant with 
over twenty years’ experience and expertise in 
the health and wellbeing industry. Lyndall is 
a passionate wellness advocate and a regular 
contributor on lifestyle, spa and wellness topics 
for the media. Through her spas, coaching and 
speaking, Lyndall helps clients achieve their 
biggest, best and happiest lives by working with 
them to create a ‘big picture’ plan and then 
shows them how to turn that dream into a reality, 
one puzzle-piece at a time. 

Selling Points
• The success of similar books by Kate James 

in this area of the market, such as Believe 
in Yourself and Do What You Love (27K 
Bookscan), has demonstrated the appetite 
for small, well-designed and digestible 
wellbeing gift books - and The Essentialists’ 
clean, stylish branding will make this book 
stand out from the pack.

• A short, stylish, contemporary book of life 
skills, building on the content from The Life 
Plan (over 30,000 copies sold) and Chaos to 
Calm.

• Perfect for gifting for Mother’s Day or as a 
beautiful - and useful - stocking filler, or as 
an impulse self-purchase for those new to 
the area of wellbeing.

• Irresistible A format hardback with gorgeous 
cream and metallic turquoise design and 
foiled cover.

NOVEMBER 2017JANUARY 2017
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Narrative

The Prettiest Horse in the Glue 
Factory
Corey White

Pub date: June 2019

Format: 320pp – 153mm x  234mm

Rights held: World

Audio: Penguin Random House Australia

Imprint: Viking Australia

Pitched (by the author) as Precious by Sapphire 
meets Tina Fey’s Bossypants, The Prettiest Horse 
in the Glue Factory is a lyrical and powerful 
memoir from award–winning comedian 
Corey White, who had an unimaginably 
harrowing childhood which he’s turned into a 
determination to better himself and the society 
that so badly let him down. 
Born to a heroin–addicted mother and a violent 
criminal father, Corey White was in and out of 
abusive foster homes until a scholarship to a 
prestigious boarding school lifted him out of 
the cycle. This awakened a love of learning and 
reading in him, but also brought a crashing 
spell of depression, and later drug addiction. His 
salvation came in the form of stand–up comedy, 
which allowed him the freedom to stretch his 
intellectual muscles and to explore the wreckage of 
his childhood – culminating in a sell–out, critically 
acclaimed and award–winning debut show at the 
Melbourne International Comedy Festival. 

Against this bleak background, White’s writing, like 
his comedy, is funny, insightful and surprisingly 
uplifting. His is a transgressive and important voice.  
His writing, like his stand–up focuses on the big 
issues (love, family, death), while running the gamut 
from crude filth to incisive social commentary.

In 2014, COREY WHITE performed his debut 
stand–up show, The Cane Toad Effect. He 
handled this material with a deftness and 
humour that far exceeded his experience, 
garnering critical praise and winning Best Show 
at the 2014 Sydney Fringe and Best Newcomer 
Award at the 2015 Melbourne International 
Comedy Festival and Sydney Comedy Festival.

In 2018, Corey White’s Roadmap to Paradise, 
a series created by Corey for the ABC, finally 
solved all the world’s problems while continuing 
to advocate for change for kids stuck in our 
dysfunctional foster care system.

Selling Points
• THE WRITING: Not for nothing was Corey’s 

life saved by literature and a love of reading 
– he’s a thoughtful, powerful, lyrical writer. 
This is a stunning literary achievement. 

• THE ISSUE: Corey speaks and writes with 
devastating eloquence about the mess that 
is the foster care system, and the damage it 
can do to society’s most vulnerable. 

• THE MARKET: As with Hannah Gadsby’s 
Nanette and Rosie Waterland’s The Anti–
Cool Girl, thoughtful, articulate, well–written 
and funny personal stories reach a huge 
audience. 

Praise for Corey White’s stand–up
‘. . . Strap in for this one, it’s a harrowing little 
number that leaves you in a good mood, quite a 
feat.’ – HERALD SUN

‘Corey White runs the full gamut of human 
existence in a well planned, carefully executed 
show with a consistent voice and thoughtful jokes 
that, at times, had me crying with laughter.’ – 
CRIKEY

‘A ferocious talent. Pay attention.’ – THE AGE

‘Wonderful . . . It’s a rare stand–up show that you 
emerge from feeling like a better person, and that 
you want other people to see so that they can be 
better people too. I can’t give any higher praise 
than that.’ – THE GUARDIAN

‘. . . A winner straight out of the gate, a show with 
depth and insight.’ – COURIER–MAIL
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Highlights

Paris and Other Disappointments
Adam Rozenbachs

Pub date: August 2019

Format: 272pp

Rights held: World

Audio: Rights Available

Imprint: Penguin Random House

Sick of going overseas and enjoying himself, 
comedian Adam Rozenbachs decided he should 
take his father on the trip of a lifetime to Europe. 
For his father, it was a chance to return to the place 
he never saw as an immigrant fleeing post–war 
Germany. For Adam, it was a chance to repay 
his father for everything he’d given him in life. As 
it turned out, after three weeks of travel, Adam 
decided not killing his father was more than enough 
repayment. The trip took frustration to a whole new 
level as Adam discovered his father doesn’t like 
museums, galleries, landmarks, travelling or Paris. 

God, he hated Paris. 

But amid the irritation of travelling with an adult 
toddler (an adoddler) Adam learned – through 
gritted teeth – more about his father, his family and 
himself. 

If you’ve ever travelled with family, are considering it, 
or would never even dream of it, you will identify with 
the pain, pressure and triumph of Adam making it 
out alive (and with a hint of sanity left). Paris and 
Other Disappointments is a memoir about fathers 
and sons, travel and why the Eiffel Tower is a real 
letdown in person.

ADAM ROZENBACHS is a stand–up comedian, 
writer, broadcaster, actor and voiceover artist and 
has steadily risen to become one of Australia’s 
funniest and most consistent performers. Adam 
is a regular of the Melbourne stand–up comedy 
circuit and performs around Australia  He was 
also once a nominee for Cleo Bachelor of the Year, 
making the top fifty. And no, it doesn’t matter 
where he came . . . let’s just say equal second, shall 
we? We shall.

Praise for Adam Rozenbachs’ Stand Up
‘Do you have or have you ever had a parent? 
Well if you have, there’s something in this show 
for you . . . There really is something in here for 
everyone. Adam Rozenbachs is a seasoned 
comedy writer and performer, with TV and radio 
credits as well as stand–up and it really shows. A 
quality performance.’ – HERALD SUN

‘This is a show for anyone with a father, anyone 
who has been to Europe, or anyone who wants 
to know what it would be like to go to Europe 
with their father without actually having to suffer 
through it.’ – SQUIRREL COMEDY 

‘Combining his skills as raconteur with an 
acutely developed sense of comic timing, this 
is mainstream, storytelling comedy at its best 
. . . the result is a great character study of a 
particular type of set–in–their–ways bloke.’ – 
CHORTLE UK
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Memoir

The Gap
Benjamin Gilmour

Pub date: August 2019

Format: 304pp – 153mm x  234mm

Rights held: World

Audio: Rights Available

Imprint: Ebury Australia

Benjamin Gilmour has been a paramedic for the 
past twenty years. He has seen his fair share of 
drama. But the summer of 2008 remains etched in 
his memory for the very worst reasons.

In this riveting memoir, Gilmour recounts the 
call–outs that summer: some dangerous, some 
gruesome, some downright ridiculous. And we 
meet his fellow paramedic Tom who, they say, 
can get a laugh out of everyone except the dead. 
As the city heats up that summer, however, even 
Tom begins to lose his sense of humour. People 
are unravelling – and Benjamin and Tom are no 
exception. 

The Gap is a vivid portrait of the lead–up 
to Christmas 2008; an unflinching, no–
holds–barred look at what happens after the 
emergency call is made – the drugs, nightclubs, 
brothels, drunk rich kids, billionaires, domestic 
disputes, the elderly, emergency births, even 
a kidnapping. Patients share their innermost 
feelings, and we witness their loneliness, their 
despair and their hopes.  

Beautifully written and sharply observed, The 
Gap exposes the fragility of our lives and the 
lengths the paramedics will go to to try to save 
us.

In addition to being a paramedic, BENJAMIN 
GILMOUR is also an author and film director. His 
most recent film is Afghanistan–set drama Jirga. 
Jirga was Australia’s submission for 2019 Best 
Foreign Language Film Oscar and was selected 
for the prestigious Toronto International Film 
Festival in September 2018. 

He has also directed the films Paramedico (2012) 
and Son of a Lion (2008), which was selected 
for the Berlinale. He is the author of the books 
Paramedico: Around the World by Ambulance 
(published in the United Kingdom by The Friday 
Project), a tie–in with his film of the same name, 
and Warrior Poets (Murdoch Books) about the 
making of his first feature film in Pakistan. He 
has also published a children’s book, The Travel 
Bug (Penguin Random House), with illustrator 
James Gulliver Hancock. His latest limited–
edition hardcover book Cameras & Kalashnikovs 
is a behind–the–scenes account of his time 
making Jirga in Afghanistan. 
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True Crime

The Pretty Girl Killer
Andrew Byrne

Pub date: August 2019

Format: 352pp – 153mm x  234mm

Rights held: World

Audio: Penguin Random House Australia

Imprint: Viking Australia

The complete true story of one of the world’s 
most extraordinary serial killers, infamous in 
American, and Australian, criminal history.
The Pretty Girl Killer is the story of Christopher 
Wilder, the surf–loving son of a decorated naval war 
hero, born in the suburbs of Sydney, who became 
the most wanted man in America – a psychopathic 
serial killer who slaughtered more than 16 young 
women in the US and is the prime suspect in the 
infamous Australian Wanda Beach murders.

Featuring new evidence unearthed from case files 
and interviews with FBI agents, witnesses and 
survivors, some of whom spoke with Andrew for the 
first time since the horrendous crimes 35 years ago, 
The Pretty Girl Killer is a darkly compelling tale.

ANDREW BYRNE is an award–winning former 
UK national newspaper journalist, now based in 
Sydney. Andrew has run the news desk on both the 
Sydney Morning Herald and the Daily Telegraph in 
Australia and the Sunday Mirror in London, and 
for the last few years has been working in TV as 
Managing Editor on current affair shows such as 
Sunday Night. He was also a supervising producer 
on the recent Anita Cobby TV special documentary, 
and covered the Bali bombings for News Corp and 
Schapelle Corby for the Seven Network.

Much of his career has involved investigating and 
writing about some of the world’s most horrific 
crimes, including the Yorkshire Ripper, Jamie 
Bamber, Ian Brady, David Birnie and Bradley 
Murdoch. 

Sales points
• Compelling and unputdownable, The Pretty Girl 

Killer reads like crime fiction.

• Speaks to modern–day violence against 
women. 

• Comparable to We Need to Talk About Kevin 
– about nature vs nurture – Dexter, and the 
upcoming Ted Bundy biopic Extremely Wicked, 
Shockingly Evil, and Vile.
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Who’s Minding the Farm?: How 
Living on the Land Heals People, 
Food and the Planet
Patrice Newell

Pub date: June 2019

Format: 320pp – 153mm x  234mm

Rights held: World

Audio: Penguin Random House Australia

Imprint: Viking Australia

A call to arms from Patrice Newell, who, through 
her own farming, shows how responsible land 
use can lead to better health, food security and a 
revived ecosystem.

Who’s Minding the Farm? is a vital account of how 
sustainable farming can address urgent issues 
such as climate change and water scarcity, health 
and nutrition, land stewardship, renewables vs the 
coal industry, as well as meaningful and fulfilling 
rural employment. It’s also a call to arms. You know 
who is minding the farm – our consumption and 
behaviours affect how soil is managed and what it 
produces. We all are. 

The big–picture challenges created by mass–
produced agriculture are discussed, the devastation 
of the drought and other climate variables are 
unpacked, and new crops and their impacts on 
biodiversity are unravelled. Patrice poses solutions 
and alternatives to some of the most confronting 
issues challenging those working on the land, and 
eating off it. She believes we can, and already do, 
produce enough good food for all populations to be 
well nourished. We just need to manage it better.

Patrice has invested heavily in sustainable and 
organic methods on her farm and travelled the 
world exploring best practice. Here she provides a 
window into the pleasures of inhabiting the land, 
and promotes an alternative way of thinking about 
value in life, no matter where you live. 

Lifestyle – Environment

PATRICE NEWELL was born in Adelaide. After 
careers in modelling, journalism and television, 
she bought a farm in Gundy, New South Wales, 
with her partner Phillip Adams, where she 
produces biodynamic olive oil, honey, garlic, 
soap and beef.  

Her books include Ten Thousand Acres: A Love 
Story, a heartfelt call for sustainable land use; 
The Olive Grove, her bestselling account of 
leaving the city for life on the land; and The River, 
a critically acclaimed examination of water–
management issues facing rural communities.

Sales Points
• Author with a presence, within her 

community, within the agriculture and 
sustainable and organic industries, and a 
television background.

• Passionate and experienced, she has a PhD 
in soil.

• Due to the drought and climate change, how 
we practise our agriculture has never been 
more discussed.
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Surfing

The Carnival of the Animals: The 
Unlikely Story of Professional 
Surfing
Nick Carroll and Sean Doherty

Pub date: October 2019

Format: 656pp – 153mm x  234mm

Rights held: World

Audio: Rights Available

Imprint: Ebury Australia

The unlikely story of professional surfing.

The Carnival of the Animals takes the reader on 
a mad adventure spanning 50 years, the lives of 
18,000 pro surfers, rags–to–riches businesses, 
billionaire sugar daddies, astounding 
achievements, epic failures, dirty city beaches 
and tropical wonderlands, casinos, nightclubs, 
and a hell of a lot of airline tickets. From days 
when the surfers would smuggle dope to get 
to the next tour stop, to days when they signed 
contracts worth millions a year, from farcical 
moments to moments of breathtaking sporting 
theatre. 

It will explain how pro surfing was in on all the 
big trends that drove modern pro sport — from 
the NFL and TV in the 1960s, to the multimedia 
mega–money ownership deals of today — only to 
be constantly undermined by the very thing that 
made it magical in the first place: the hopeless 
unpredictability of the waves.

And it will tell the personal stories behind the 
façades — the surfers who saw a chance to 
turn their passion into gold. Some succeeded 
beyond their wildest dreams. Plenty didn’t. This 
is the story of the winners and the losers, the 
champions, the fuck–ups, and the champion 
fuck–ups. For the first time, read their tales in 
their true context, the bigger tale of a sport that 
never was, and a sport that succeeded despite 
itself.

NICK CARROLL is the world’s best known surf 
writer. He grew up surfing with his little brother 
Tom on Sydney’s north side, won two Australian 
surfing titles, then turned to journalism, editing 
Australia’s Tracks magazine and spending 
several years in California as editor–in–
chief of Western Empire, publishers of the 
internationally distributed Surfing Magazine. 

More recently he has turned his hand to 
television, co–writing the ABC popular culture 
documentaries Bombora and Wide Open Road. 

SEAN DOHERTY began his career in surf 
journalism in 1997 with Tracks magazine, 
and was editor from 2000 to 2008. His 2004 
biography of Michael Peterson was the basis 
for a feature film. He has also written for the 
Sydney Morning Herald, and for Surfer and 
Surfing magazines in the United States.
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Surfing

Church of the Open Sky
Nat Young

Pub date: August 2019

Format: 208pp

Rights held: World

Audio: Penguin Random House Australia

Imprint: Michael Joseph Australia

Tall tales from the surf.

What makes for a surfing life? With a blaze of 
groundbreaking performances and a swag 
of titles claimed from all over the world to his 
name, Australian world champion surfer Nat 
Young might know. His seventieth birthday 
inspired some reflection on exactly that, and on 
the waves and characters that have marked his 
remarkable life: Miki Dora and Midget Farrelly to 
name a few.

But surfing for Nat Young – and so many  
like–minded surfers – has never been about 
winning, has never been about the sport. It’s 
a calling, an endless quest, a philosophy, a 
religion. Most of all, surfing is a way of life 
that has underpinned his other identities as 
board shaper, film producer, writer, raconteur, 
conservationist, activist, pilot, husband, father.

Candid and wryly observed, Church of the Open 
Sky explores what it means to be a surfer, with 
a collection of true stories of Nat’s surfing life – 
and the friends, foes and heroes he’s met along 
the way.

NAT YOUNG is a World Champion Australian 
surfer and author, who grew up in the small 
coastal suburb of Collaroy. He was runner–up 
in the Australian Junior Championship in 
1966, won three Australian titles in 1966, 1967 
and 1969, won the Bells Beach Surf Classic 
four times, and was named World Champion 
in 1966 and again in 1970. He is celebrated 
for pioneering the shortboard revolution in 
surfing. He has appeared in a number of surf 
movies, including the iconic Endless Summer, 
and produced two documentaries of his own: 
Fall Line and The History of Australian Surfing. 
His books include Nat’s Nat and That’s That, 
The Complete History of Surfing, Surfing 
Fundamentals and Surf Rage. Nat is married to 
Ti Deaton. He has four children: Naomi and Beau 
Young from his first marriage, and Nava and 
Bryce Young with Ti. He divides his time between 
the North Coast of New South Wales and the 
Sun Valley in the US, and still enjoys paddling 
out to a catch a wave every chance he gets.
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Surfing

The Rip Curl Story
Tim Baker

Pub date: April 2019

Format: 400pp – 153mm x  234mm

Rights held: World

Rights sold previous title: Surf for Your Life: Brazil (Global 

Editora)

Audio: Penguin Random House Australia

Imprint: Ebury Australia

50 years of perfect surf, international business, wild 
characters and the search for the ultimate ride.

The Rip Curl Story is the remarkable tale of two 
young surfers who pursued an audacious dream 
to make a living in pursuit of the ultimate ride.

The brand they built, Rip Curl, not only satisfied 
their own surf wanderlust, but inspired countless 
others, both fuelling and riding the wave of the 
global youth revolution of the late ’60s. 

Rip Curl’s mantra became ‘The Search’ the 
pursuit of new waves on distant shores, new 
thrills – skiing, snowboarding, windsurfing – 
and making better equipment to elevate the 
experience.

Along the way, they supported the careers of 
many of the world’s great surfers. From Midget 
Farrelly and Nat Young to Michael Peterson, Tom 
Curren to Damien Hardman, Pam Burridge to 
Stephanie Gilmore, and of course Tyler Wright 
and the legendary Mick Fanning. 

From the late ’60s era of peace, drugs and 
country soul to the birth of professionalism 
in the ‘70s; from the decadence and excess of 
the ‘80s to the new gypsy free–surfing trail of 
the ‘90s, and the bold new frontiers of surfing 
in the 2000s – wave pools, webcasts, Olympic 
acceptance – The Rip Curl Story explores not just 
the evolution of a world–leading surf brand but 
an entire social revolution. 

Bestselling surf writer Tim Baker tells this 
implausible story in an irresistible series of 
ripping yarns, offering rich life lessons, a 
maverick business primer and a wild ride of 
adventure, good times and outlandish ambitions 
spectacularly realised.

The Rip Curl Story will make you want to surf 
more, travel further, follow through on that great 
business idea and pursue your own Search.

TIM BAKER is the bestselling author of: Bustin’ 
Down The Door, (HarperCollins, 1996), High Surf 
(HarperCollins, 2007),  Occy (Random House, 
2008) and Surf For Your Life (Random House, 
2009).  

He is a former editor of Tracks and Surfing 
Life magazines. He has twice won the Surfing 
Australia Hall of Fame Culture Award and been 
nominated for the CUB Australian Sports Writing 
Awards.  

His work has appeared in Rolling Stone, The 
Sydney Morning Herald, The Australian Financial 
Review, The Bulletin, Inside Sport, Playboy, GQ, 
The Surfer’s Journal, Qantas – The Australian 
Way, as well as surfing magazines around the 
world. He is currently a senior contributor to 
Surfing World, Surfer’s Path (UK), The Surfer’s 
Journal and US Surfing and Surfer magazines.  
He has appeared at the Sydney and Byron Bay 
Writers Festivals, and has conducted writing 
workshops at the Hunter, Sydney and the 
Northern Rivers Writers Centres.  

At 45, he has worked in the media and surfing 
magazines for 25 years and has surfed and 
travelled throughout Australia, Indonesia, 
Hawaii, Central and South America, North 
America, Europe, South Africa, Fiji, Tahiti, and Sri 
Lanka.
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Parenting

Listen to Me!: Taking the Conflict 
Out of Child Discipline
Dr Anna Martin

Pub date: June 2019

Format: 240pp - 135mm x 210mm

Rights held: World

Audio: Rights Available

Imprint: Penguin Random House New Zealand

A new inclusive and effective approach to 
parenting, and discipline methods that really 
work, from trained specialist and clinical 
therapist Anna Martin.  
Are you confused by all the different parenting 
advice on how to discipline your child? Have 
you been trying a variety of methods for years 
that don’t really work or feel uncomfortable to 
use, or are you just starting out on the parenting 
journey and want sound information?

Regardless of your situation, you might find 
it helpful to change the way you think about 
discipline altogether.

Using research and knowledge, Dr Anna Martin 
has turned traditional methods on their head 
to come up with effective strategies that put 
listening and the wellbeing of children before 
lecturing. Whether your child is 2 or 22, the clear 
step–by–step methods in Listen to Me! are all 
you need to minimise conflict in the family and 
encourage a secure relationship between you 
and your child.

DR ANNA MARTIN is a child, adolescent, adult 
and couples clinical therapist, with a private 
practice in Auckland. Anna’s PhD thesis focused 
on discipline, the parent–child relationship and 
the wellbeing and development of children. She 
has published articles on parenting, discipline 
and the parent–child relationship. She is often 
interviewed on television and radio. 

Sales Points
• One of the key strengths of Anna’s method is 

that it teaches children to identify, deal with 
and regulate their emotions to help build 
resilience – a fantastic skill to develop in 
these days of growing child anxiety.

• Concise and easy to read, with amusing 
cartoons illustrating situations that can be 
uncomfortably familiar!

Paise for Listen to Me!
‘I learnt a lot, and highly recommend parents 
get a copy of this book. If you’re in any way 
struggling with discipline in your household, or 
even just want to become even more reflective 
in your parenting, this book will not disappoint. 
Five stars!’ – JARROD RENDLE, KIWI FAMILIES
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Parenting

Anxious Kids: How children can 
turn their anxiety into resilience
Michael Grose and Dr Jodi Richardson

Pub date: April 2019

Format: 304pp – 153mm x  234mm

Rights held: World

Audio: Penguin Random House Australia

Imprint: Penguin Life Australia

Bestselling parenting author Michael Grose has 
teamed up with mental health expert Dr Jodi 
Richardson to create an invaluable book on 
helping children cope with anxiety.
Anxious Kids offers parents a new perspective on 
their children’s anxiety, encouraging them to view 
each episode as an opportunity to empower their 
kids with the skills to manage anxiety, and thrive.

Michael Grose and Dr Jodi Richardson explain why 
more children than ever before experience anxiety. 
In plain language that can be shared with children, 
they outline the origins and biology of anxiety to 
make sense of it – key knowledge such as why it 
happens, the flood of physical symptoms that 
comes with it, how to calm it down and why each 
strategy works. 

Grose and Richardson also give advice on a range 
of important steps parents can take to develop 
emotional intelligence, tolerance of discomfort, 
mindfulness, resilience, thinking skills and 
flourishing mental health. In so doing, parents can 
reduce the impact of anxiety, enabling children of 
all ages to live their lives in full colour.

Grounded in positive psychology and acceptance 
and commitment therapy, this book cuts through 
the science, giving parents the knowledge, tools 
and confidence to make a positive difference to 
their childrens’ mental health.  

MICHAEL GROSE Is one of Australia’s leading 
parenting and educational writers and speakers. 
He is the author of nine books for parents, 
including the bestselling Why First–Borns Rule 
the World, which has sold more than 23,000 
copies. For more information and practical 
ideas on parenting visit his website: www.
parentingideas.com.au. Michael’s titles have 
been published in the United Kingdom, Spain 
and Italy. 

DR JODI RICHARDSON is an expert on anxiety 
having lived it and studied it. She has spent 
more than 25 years in the field of health, 
wellbeing, clinical practice, elite sport and 
education. She is the founder and director of 
Happier on Purpose, the Mental Health and 
Wellbeing expert for Parenting Ideas and co–
creator of the Parenting Anxious Kids online 
course. She writes regularly on parenting, 
mental health and wellbeing for magazine and 
online publications.

Selling Points
• Parents often feel powerless to help their 

children but Anxious Kids offers a positive 
approach to how parents and children can 
work on this together. 

• Dr Jodi Richardson is particularly suited to 
help children with anxiety having studied it 
and had anxiety herself.

• This is a really optimistic book. Anxiety can 
be turned into resilience, and you CAN 
empower your children.
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Miracle Mutts
Laura Greaves

Pub date: November 2019

Format: 304pp – 153mm x  234mm

Rights held: World

Rights sold previous titles:  

Dogs with Jobs: United Kingdom (Orion Publishing 

Group), Mexico (Editorial Planeta Mexicana), Hungary 

(Gabo Kiado)

The Rescuers: Czech Republic (Grada)

Audio: Rights Available

Imprint: Michael Joseph

Amazing stories of underdogs that survived — and 
thrived — against the odds

It’s no secret that dogs have indomitable spirits and 
apparently endless energy reserves, but it’s when 
the chips are down that their grit and determination 
really shines through. Whether sick or injured, lost or 
abandoned, recovering from cruelty or neglect, it’s the 
indefatigable underdogs of the world who have the 
most to teach us about persistence and hope.

Miracle Mutts shares the true stories of miraculous 
dogs that conquered seemingly insurmountable 
odds. From those bitten by venomous snakes to those 
undergoing open–heart surgery, these are stories of 
dogs whose futures seemed bleak, dogs that weren’t 
expected to make it, but triumphed in the face of 
incredible adversity.

LAURA GREAVES began her writing career 
with a journalism cadetship on Adelaide’s daily 
newspaper, The Advertiser. In 2001, her work 
as the paper’s Youth Affairs Reporter earned 
her both the South Australian and National 
Young Journalist of the Year Awards. Laura has 
also worked as a book publicist and editor of 
a women’s magazine before striking out as a 
freelance journalist in 2009. Laura’s previous 
titles include Dogs with Jobs and Incredible 
Dog Journeys, along with her fiction titles, Be 
My Baby, The Ex–Factor and Two Weeks ‘til 
Christmas.

NOVEMBER 2016NOVEMBER 2017

OVER 11, 000 COPIES SOLD IN AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND

DECEMBER 2018

OVER 10, 000 COPIES SOLD IN AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND
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The Rescue Dog
Laura Vissaritis

Pub date: September 2019

Format: 272pp – 153mm x  234mm

Rights held: World

Rights sold previous title: 

Dognitive Therapy: Itay (Giunti Editore)

Audio: Rights Available

Imprint: Michael Joseph

A practical guide to adopting, training 
and living with a rescue dog, from popular 
dog trainer and animal behaviourist Laura 
Vissaritis. 
This is a practical and accessible toolkit that 
promises to demystify the process of rescuing a 
dog, taking dog owners from the shelter to their 
home, with useful tips and guidance to support 
them along the way. The book will also include 
elements from Laura’s own thoughtful brand 
of dog–training, complete with case–studies of 
other rescue dogs and how they have overcome 
their issues. 

LAURA VISSARITIS is a qualified dog 
behaviourist with many years of experience. She 
formulated the ‘Dognitive Therapy’ approach 
to dog training, helping thousands of people 
not only develop better relationships with 
their dogs but also improve their own lives. In 
addition, Laura has worked in wildlife education 
at Zoos Victoria, and also in animal behaviour, as 
Guardian Dog support handler for the eastern 
barred bandicoot conservation project. Laura 
lives in Victoria with her staffordshire bull terrier, 
Chester.

About Laura Vissaritis’s Podcast 
‘Dognitive Therapy’
Dognitive Therapy, the podcast, tells of the 
transformative power of man’s best friend while 
the host, acclaimed dog behaviourist Laura V, 
explores how human emotions and behaviours 
determine that of the dog.

‘I often meet with owners looking for help with 
emotional or behavioural issues in their dogs, 
however, after digging a little deeper, what I 
discover is that the dog’s issue is usually a direct 
reflection of the owner’s,’ says Laura.

Most dog training isn’t about the dog at all; it’s 
about educating humans and helping them 
understand their own emotional responses 
which travel down the leash.

Because dogs can connect with human emotion, 
they have this amazing ability to provide support 
and healing to people.

Throughout the Dognitive Therapy series, our 
guests detail the incredible, life–altering bonds 
they share with their dogs, and really confirm 
just how phenomenal these animals really are.’  
– MEDIAWEEK.COM.AUMAY 2017
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How to Get to the Top of Google 
Search: A Practical SEO Guide
Richard Conway

Pub date: March 2019

Format: 288pp - 234mm x 153mm

Rights held: World

Audio: Rights Available

Imprint: Penguin Random House New Zealand

Learn how to get your product or service onto 
the top page of Google searches.
Anyone trying to sell anything wants potential 
customers to be able to find them straight away 
when searching online. This book tells them how.

It has been written by a professional search engine 
consultant. Richard Conway started his company, 
Pure SEO, in 2009 with just $200 to spend on a 
single web page. From there, mostly using digital 
marketing, he has expanded the business to four 
offices in New Zealand and Australia. Pure SEO has 
been listed by Deloitte in the fastest–growing 500 
tech companies in the Asia Pacific region for the 
past five years.

This practical guide cuts through the 
misinformation and sets the record straight on 
what actions you need to take, so searchers will find 
your product quickly and easily. It covers keywords, 
website content and structure, mobile search and 
optimisation, loading speed of your website and 
how that affects searches, planning content to 
make it easily searchable, tracking tools and much 
much more.

Case studies and Q&A sections provide real–life 
dos and don’ts. As well as actionable advice and 
‘red flags’ to avoid, the book also looks ahead to 
consider the future of search marketing.

RICHARD CONWAY has a BSc (Hons) in 
business computing. He arrived in New Zealand 
from the UK in 2009, and started Pure SEO with 
just $200 to spend on one single web page. 
From that small start he grew the business, 
using digital marketing and networks that he 
established. Pure Seo is now New Zealand’s 
largest specialist search agency and has four 
offices in New Zealand and Australia. Richard 
also lectures for the Marketing Association and 
Unitec, and is a guest lecturer for the University 
of Auckland MBA programme. He also writes 
monthly columns for M2 Magazine, M2 Woman 
Magazine and New Zealand Business Magazine.

Sales Points
• Covers the confusing concepts of keywords 

and metadata. How they work and how to 
find out what your customers are searching 
for.

• Very accessible information on a topic that 
mystifies most people.
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Any Ordinary Day
Leigh Sales

Pub date: October 2018

Format: 272pp – 153mm x  234mm

Rights held: World

Rights Sold: Taiwan (Ecus)

Audio: Penguin Random House Australia

Imprint: Hamish Hamilton Australia

The day that turns a life upside down usually 
starts like any other, but what happens the day 
after? Dual Walkley Award–winner Leigh Sales  
investigates how ordinary people endure the 
unthinkable.

As a journalist, Leigh Sales often encounters 
people experiencing the worst moments of 
their lives in the full glare of the media. But one 
particular string of bad news stories – and a 
terrifying brush with her own mortality – sent her 
looking for answers about how vulnerable each 
of us is to a life–changing event. 

What are our chances of actually experiencing 
one? What do we fear most and why? And when 
the worst does happen, what comes next? In this 
wise and layered book, Leigh talks intimately 
with people who’ve faced the unimaginable, 
from terrorism to natural disaster to simply 
being in the wrong place at the wrong time. 

Expecting broken lives, she instead finds 
strength, hope, even humour. 

Leigh brilliantly condenses the cutting–edge 
research on the way the human brain processes 
fear and grief, and poses the questions we too 
often ignore out of awkwardness. 

Along the way, she offers an unguarded account 
of her own challenges and what she’s learned 
about coping with life’s unexpected blows. 

Warm, candid and empathetic, this book is 
about what happens when ordinary people, on 
ordinary days, are forced to suddenly find the 
resilience most of us don’t know we have.

LEIGH SALES is one of Australia’s most 
respected journalists. As the anchor of the 
ABC’s flagship current affairs program, 7.30, 
she has interviewed dozens of world leaders 
and celebrities, including Hillary Clinton, Tony 
Blair, Henry Kissinger, the Dalai Lama, Paul 
McCartney, Patti Smith, Harrison Ford, Leonardo 
DiCaprio and Julie Andrews.

She has interviewed every living Australian 
prime minister and also anchors the ABC’s 
federal election coverage. 

Leigh is the winner of two Walkley Awards, 
Australia’s highest journalism honour; the 
author of the books Detainee 002 and On Doubt; 
and the co–host of a popular podcast called 
Chat 10, Looks 3 with Annabel Crabb.

Selling Points
• A POSITIVE TAKE ON A FEARFUL 

SUBJECT: Any Ordinary Day is not a 
book about suffering and loss, it’s about 
endurance and joy after adversity, and the 
fact that we’re capable of coping with much 
more than we think we can.

• A DAY IN THE LIFE OF THE UNSUNG 
HEROES: While the interviewees are well 
known in the main, Leigh also talks at length 
with the unknown support–givers, who are 
often the real hero of the story – the police 
detective, the emergency services worker, the 
morgue attendant, the coroner, the priest, 
and others.

• AN OBJECTIVE AS WELL AS A 
CONFESSIONAL ASSESSMENT OF MEDIA 
BEHAVIOUR: Any Ordinary Day looks at 
where, in the coverage of human tragedy 
and mass disasters, the line should be drawn 
between public interest and gratuitous 
fascination. It recounts stories of both 
positive and negative effects coming from 
media attention. And Leigh’s honesty about 
her own failings remind us that journalists 
are humans, even if the companies they work 
for don’t always put humanity before getting 
an exclusive or breaking a story. 

• A TOUCH OF MACOLM GLADWELL: Why 
do most of us worry more about freak events 
than the very real threats we all face daily? 
Leigh turns to the latest neuroscience to 
explain our fascination with arbitrary events. 
And to the mathematical theory of the Law of 
Large Numbers to calculate the probability of 
being caught up in a newsworthy blindside. 

• A VALUABLE GUIDE: Learn from first–
hand the best way to respond to the trauma 
and grief of others; what really helps and 
what definitely doesn’t. And also, once we 
understand that we’re each as vulnerable as 
the next person, what does that tells us about 
how we should live?

OVER 113,000COPIES SOLD IN AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND
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Fridays with my Folks
Amal Awad

Pub date: February 2019

Format: 320pp – 153mm x  234mm

Rights held: World

Audio: Rights held by the Agent

Imprint: Vintage Australia

If we’re ever going to truly get to know our parents, 
chances are it’s going to happen during adulthood, 
long after we’ve tested each other’s limits and 
found a meeting place. And there’s an even greater 
chance it will happen when the ‘normal life’ we 
once had is gone and we must reconfigure how we 
do things.

Amal Awad’s life changed when her father was 
diagnosed with kidney failure. Seeing the impact 
it has had on him, both physically and mentally, 
and the way the side effects trickle into those 
around him. Mentally he was unable to recover 
from his grief at not having the same freedom 
to move and live as he had known before. Work 
had made him feel whole and retirement was a 
challenge. When he became ill, he didn’t quite 
know what to do with himself. Amal eventually 
realised that life offered a new reality. Not always 
pleasant, but also not unique to her family.

On a mission to help her father and support her 
mother, Amal began spending every Friday with 
her parents. She saw the gaps in discussion 
around ageing and sickness. Who could she go 
to for advice on how to help her father, and how 
to cope herself? Amal’s personal experiences 
prompted her to explore how Australians are 
ageing, how sickness affects the afflicted and 
those around them, and what solutions exist 
when hope seems lost.

So many people are similarly navigating a new 
reality – weeks dotted with doctor appointments; 
conversations that deplete and reveal at the 
same time; reshaped family relationships. Amal 
spoke to many people to gain insights and to 
consider solutions. She interviews doctors, 
nurses, an aged care psychologist, specialists 
(including her father’s), politicians and people in 
aged care and retirement. 

At a time when ageism and health is high on 
the public’s radar, what we’re not always talking 
about is how to deal with the anxiety, depression 
and overall challenges that come with someone 
you love facing their mortality and a decline in 
health. 

As a journalist and author, Amal investigates life 
and the human condition. This time it’s personal. 
Fridays with y Folks shares heartfelt, honest 
stories that will help others who are in similar 
positions having to reorient themselves when 
the boat has taken a battering and they have to 
take a new direction.

This book stems from a personal experiences, 
but it expands to a much wider, more universal 
discussion about life, suffering, coping and 
hope.

Amal Awad is a Sydney–based writer, journalist, 
author and public speaker. She is a regular 
contributor to SBS Life, and has written for 
ELLE, Frankie, Daily Life, Sheilas and Junkie. 
Amal is also a casual producer for ABC Radio 
National.

With her debut novel, Courting Samira, Amal was 
a semi–finalist in the Amazon Breakthrough 
Novel Award. She contributed to the anthology 
Coming of Age: Growing up Muslim in Australia 
(Allen & Unwin, 2014), and her second novel, This 
Is How You Get Better, was published in March 
2015.

Amal’s fourth book Beyond Veiled Clichés: The 
Real Lives of Arab Women, is a work of non–
fiction that explores the lives of Arab women 
both in Australia and in the Arab world. 
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Witches: What Women Do 
Together
Sam George–Allen

Pub date: March 2019

Format: 304pp – 153mm x  234mm

Rights held: World

Audio: Penguin Random House Australia

Imprint: Vintage Australia

Witches is a collection of personal essays that 
celebrate how women work together rather 
than against one another.  Sam’s voice is raw, 
insightful and utterly relatable, and this is a book 
every woman – and man – should read. 
Each chapter discusses a different female–
centric workplace, industry or group, ranging 
from the beauty industry to farmers, midwifery to 
sportswomen, nuns to sex workers and teen girls to 
matriarchies, and how these practices are used to 
oppress, marginalise and/or condemn women. 

Sam sprinkles her own anecdotes, thoughts and 
personal struggles with these topics, in between 
featuring interviews with women practising in these 
areas today. She uses historical evidence to show 
how these industries have impacted upon women 
in the past, and how they have overcome these 
obstacles to use it to their advantage – for example, 
in 2012 a bus full of radical nuns travelled the 
United States protesting against the conservative 
vice–presidential candidate, Paul Ryan. These 
‘Nuns of the Bus’ were famously pro–choice, and, 
because they campaigned for these rights, they 
were denounced from their church. Furthermore, 
how Queen Elizabeth I used make up and beauty 
standards as a political force to distance herself 
from her mother’s reputation and maintain the 
perception of the ‘virgin Queen.’ 

For each of these topics, Witches will dismantle 
societal stereotypes and myths to reframe the way 
we look at female relationships by showing how 
women actually work together. 

SAM GEORGE–ALLEN is a Brisbane writer and 
musician. Her work has been published in The 
Lifted Brow, LitHub, Scum, Kill Your Darlings, 
Stilts, Overland and The Suburban Review, 
among others. She has been shortlisted for 
the Qantas Spirit of Youth Award, the Scribe 
Non–Fiction Prize for Young Writers, and the 
Queensland Premier’s Young Publishers and 
Writers Award.

She is the co–founder and editor of online 
feminist literary mag Scum, and writes regularly 
for Pedestrian.

Sales Points
• Witches is a celebration of the power and 

pleasure of working with other women, and 
a powerful statement against the cultural 
conspiracy to keep us apart from one 
another – against the myths of the ‘cool girl’ 
or the ‘catty workplace’.

• Sam George–Allen knows that women 
working together are formidable, and in 
this book she will delve into female–centric 
workplaces, industries and groups to show 
other young women how well we actually 
work together, and explore the work that 
women do together spiritually, materially, 
culturally, traditionally, and personally.

• Covering groups as diverse as nuns and 
sportswomen, teen girls and midwives, 
farmers and dancers Witches will dismantle 
the cultural myth of female isolation 
and reframe the way we look at female 
relationships.
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LOVE!: An Enthusiastic and 
Modern Perspective on Matters 
of the Heart
Zoë Foster Blake

Pub date: February 2019

Format: 352pp - 176mm x 234mm

Rights held: World

Rights sold previous title: Break–Up Boss: Germany 

(ArsEdition GmbH)

No One Likes A Fart: North America (Penguin Random 

House), Italy (Adriano Salani Editore), Japan (Alphapolis)

The Wrong Girl: Audio (W F Howes)

Audio: Penguin Random House Australia

Imprint: Michael Joseph Australia

An indispensable reference guide to the heart 
by Australia’s favourite relationships adviser Zoë 
Foster Blake.

There are no rules and there is no normal when 
it comes to the heart:  some of us may choose 
to keep our options open forever, or keep them  
closed, or live in a lighthouse with only a donkey 
and a TV.

Whether you are Hurting, Dating or happily 
Committed, Zoe will guide you through the 
various phases of LOVE! Includes a brilliant, 
empowering chapter on the importance of self–
love. 

An essential and authoritative relationships 
guide for wherever you may be on the 
relationship spectrum, written by the inimitable 
Zoë Foster Blake.

ZOË FOSTER BLAKE enjoys writing her 
biography because she can write things like, 
‘The literary world was shocked when Foster 
Blake was controversially awarded the Man 
Booker Prize for the third time’, despite the fact 
that this is patently untrue.

Things that are true include a decade 
of journalism writing for titles such as 
Cosmopolitan, Harper’s BAZAAR and Sunday 
Style, as well as being the founder of all–natural 
Australian skin care line, Go–To.

Zoë has written four novels, Air Kisses, Playing 
the Field, The Younger Man and The Wrong 
Girl; a dating and relationship book, Textbook 
Romance, written in conjunction with Hamish 
Blake; Amazinger Face, a collection of her best 
beauty tips and tricks; and Break–Up Boss, a go–
to guide to get through any break–up.

Sales Points
• In the style of Break–Up Boss, this is a 

beautifully produced full–colour book 
crammed with useful information and 
aspirational advice.

• Following on from the success of Textbook 
Romance and Break–Up Boss, this is Zoë’s 
final word on all things relationships. It is an 
exhaustive work of great authority, lightened 
with her wonderful warmth and unique wit.

• Zoë is a superstar author with a huge 
following. LOVE! will have an ongoing 
backlist life as all Zoë’s bestsellers do.

OVER 13,000COPIES SOLD IN AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND
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Use It or Lose It
Paul McIntyre

Pub date: July 2019

Format: 288pp 

Rights held: World

Audio: Penguin Random House Australia
Imprint: Penguin Life Australia

We all want to age well, but what does that really 
mean? Should we be playing endless Sudoku to 
stimulate our brains, or power-walking our way 
to eternal youth?
In Use It or Lose It Paul McIntyre, host of ABC 
Radio’s ‘Medical Matters’, sorts the fact from the 
fiction and reveals the practical measures we can all 
take to keep our body in good shape and our brain 
sharp and alert. Because when it comes to positive 
ageing, our physical and mental health are one and 
the same. Believe it or not, preventing a disease as 
serious as dementia is as much about pursuing 
interests and having a flourishing social life as it is 
about standard health prescriptions. Good nutrition, 
regular exercise, relaxation, social interaction and 
healthy activities are paramount for your body and 
your brain and your emotional outlook as you get 
older.

With key advice from experts in diet, nutrition, 
dementia research and psychology, and lots of 
activities and suggestions to inspire you, including 
some delicious health-boosting recipes, Use It 
or Lose It is an essential guide to remaining vital 
through mid-life and beyond.

PAUL MCINTYRE is the host of ABC Radio’s 
‘Medical Matters’ and has more than two 
decades of experience at ABC Radio. He lives in 
Tasmania with his partner.

Selling Points
• Paul McIntyre is the host of ABC Radio’s 

‘Medical Matters’ and has interviewed 
many experts on the subject of positive 
ageing, including the exciting and important 
research being undertaken at the Wicking 
Dementia Research and Education Centre.

• Through Paul’s discussions with 
researchers, doctors and psychologists he 
discovered there are many basic measures 
you can adopt in your daily life to prevent 
many age-related health problems, 
including serious conditions like dementia – 
that topic of urgent interest to many people 
over fifty. These measures allow you to 
tackle the challenges of growing older and 
can best be described as ‘positive ageing’.

• Paul starts the book by taking a look at the 
body, describing major diseases of ageing 
– dementia and diabetes – and how to 
prevent them. He then goes through many 
other body parts you need to take care of 
to remain active and well. He investigates 
taking care of the brain and how to 
maintain your cognitive functioning, and 
looks at emotional wellbeing, dealing with 
depression and finding purpose, meaning 
and enjoyment. And because his aim is to be 
practical, he provides lots of activities and 
suggestions to inspire readers.
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The Juggle
Samantha Brett and Steph Adams

Pub date: April 2019

Format: 320pp  - 190mm x 232mm

Rights held: World

Audio: Rights Available

Imprint: Viking Australia

Women are more powerful than ever before. Kicking 
goals in boardrooms, business, politics, fashion, 
beauty and finance – and all the while juggling 
relationships, families. What are their secrets to 
managing the ups and downs? 

Discussing the realities of juggling career with 
family, The Juggle goes beyond the glitz and glam of 
seemingly perfect lives and careers, and delves into 
the realities of doing it all. This book gives women 
around the world the courage and strength to live 
their dreams, and reassuring them that it really is 
damn hard doing it all, and that they’re not alone.

The Juggle features contributions from:

• Actress Tammin Sursok 

• Model and lifestyle designer India Hicks

• International fashion illustrator Megan Hess

• Journalist Elle Halliwell

• Fashion designer Melissa Odabash 

• Wellness guru Christiane Duigan

• Skincare creative director Olivia Chantecaille

• Lifestyle and beauty blogger Chriselle Lim

SAMANTHA BRETT began her journalism 
career in New York as an intern at the Fox News 
Channel, before returning to Sydney to write 
Australia’s number–one lifestyle column for six 
years. Samantha has since gone on to file news 
reports for Sky News, CBS, CNN, and currently 
works for Australia’s Seven Network. 

Samantha has covered a variety of international 
stories and breaking news including the terror 
attack in Jakarta and the joint world rescue of 
stranded researchers in Antarctica. 

STEPH ADAMS is a bestselling author, art 
director and brand ambassador. Steph began 
her career in the fashion industry as an 
international model before moving to Sydney 
in 2003. She graduated with a Bachelor of Arts 
degree from Curtin University in 2004 and 
started working as an art director for Vogue, 
Vogue Living, Marie Claire, InStyle, Grazia, GQ, 
Belle, Gourmet Traveller, House & Garden and 
Delicious Magazine. Steph moved to London 
in 2009 and worked as an art editor for Net–a–
Porter, designing their first–ever magazine with 
Claudia Schiffer on the front. She has since 
worked internationally with British Vogue, Elle, 
Harper’s Bazaar, Conde Nast Traveller and Marie 
Claire. As an art director, Steph has collaborated 
with some of the industry’s most iconic image–
makers, including Stephen Quinn (publisher of 
British Vogue) and Net–a–Porter founder Natalie 
Massenet.

In April of 2016, Steph co–authored her first 
book, a collection of healthy recipes from 
celebrities, hotels, spas and cafes around the 
world, called Good to Glow, which was released 
by teNeues Publishing. The book has since 
been translated into three languages and been 
published in Germany, the UK, the US and 
France. Steph has worked professionally with 
Dior, SKII, Estee Lauder, WelleCo, Aerin Lauder, 
L’Oréal Paris, Sheridan and Waterford Crystal.

NOVEMBER 2017
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I Built No Schools in Kenya
Kirsten Drysdale

Pub date: January 2019

Format: 352pp – 153mm x  234mm

Rights held: World

Audio: Rights Available

Imprint: Vintage Australia

This is not your standard white–girl–in–Africa tale. 
I fed no babies, I built no schools, I saved no rhinos. 
Self–discovery came a distant second to self–
preservation on this particular adventure.

In September 2010, Kirsten Drysdale was tricked. 
Her friend called with a job offer too curious to 
refuse: a cruisey–gig as a dementia carer for 
a rich old man in Kenya. All–expenses–paid, 
plenty of free time to travel or do some freelance 
reporting. There seemed no good reason to say 
no . . . so she got on a plane.  

Only Kirsten’s friend hadn’t given her the full 
story. On arrival in Nairobi she discovered the 
rich old man’s family was fighting a war around 
him, and that she would be on the frontline. 
Caught in the crossfire of all kinds of wild 
accusations, she also had to spy on his wife, 
keep his daughter placated, rebuff his marriage 
proposals, hide the car keys and clip his toenails, 
all while trying to retain her own sanity in the 
colonial time warp of his home.

Meanwhile, the Kenyan army was invading 
Somalia, Al–Shabaab was threatening terror 
attacks, the East African bodybuilding scene 
beckoned, and Kirsten discovered she had long–
lost cousins running a bar on the other side of 
the city.

I Built No Schools in Kenya is a travelogue–
tragedy–farce about race, wealth, love, death, 
family, nationhood, sanity, benzodiazepines, 
monkeys and whisky.

It is almost entirely true.

KIRSTEN DRYSDALE is a television presenter 
and journalist best known for her work on The 
Checkout. 

She was a researcher and presenter for Hungry 
Beast and a researcher for The Hamster Wheel, 
The Hamster Decides and The Gruen Transfer. 

She also occasionally appears on Radio 
National, where she hosted Talking Shop, a 
weekly show about marketing and consumer 
behaviour. 

She previously played professional hockey for 
the Queensland Scorchers.

Sales Points
• A darkly hilarious travel memoir full of 

stranger–than–fiction stories.

• Kirsten has a media profile as one of the 
faces of The Checkout and Hungry Beast 
and is a long–term member of The Chaser 
team. Her writing is wry and humorous.

• This is a reluctant self–discovery story: 
despite her best efforts to avoid an Eat, Pray 
Love style experience, Kirsten does indeed 
find her path while in Nairobi.

• ‘The Gap Year’ and its predecessor of the 
backpacking year are rites of passage for 
Australians, there are a lot of people who 
had their own amusing travel experiences 
who will enjoy another vicarious year away 
through Kirsten’s writing.
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Marriage of Flavours
Scott Pickett

Pub date: August 2019

Format: 216pp  

Rights held: World

Imprint: Lantern Australia

Sweet. Sour. Bitter. Salty. Spicy. Umami. 
Temperature. Texture.
It’s one thing to be able to make a dish from a 
technical perspective, but it’s something else when 
you have that exciting lightbulb moment around 
flavour that illuminates your cooking, allowing you 
to understand, develop and enjoy it even more.

The marriage of contrasting and complementary 
flavours has driven Scott Pickett’s way of cooking 
since the early days of his career, earning him a 
reputation for brilliant combinations and incredibly 
tasty food. Inspired by the changing seasons, the 
abundance of quality Australian produce and 
the principle of eight key flavour profiles, with 
this collection of irresistible recipes he opens the 
door into his kitchen for a masterclass in putting 
together a dish or meal that’s perfectly balanced. 
From Scott’s interpretations of the classic 
combinations to more unusual pairings that bring 
unexpected sensory delight, these are dishes and 
ideas to help you find a new harmony in the way you 
cook.

Scott Pickett, a chef renowned for his mastery 
of incredible flavour combinations, shares 80 
recipes for beautifully balanced, flavour–driv-
en dishes that celebrate Australian produce 
through the seasons – and the secrets that 
make them so successful.

SCOTT PICKETT co–hosted the Channel 9 series 
The Hotplate, and his newest restaurant, Matilda, 
in Melbourne has just opened to rave reviews.

Sales Points
• THE AUTHOR: One of Australia’s most 

esteemed chefs, Scott’s star continues to 
rise – he won two hats for new restaurant 
Matilda in the 2018 Good Food Guide 
Awards, confirming its status as one of 
the hottest dining destinations in the city. 
In 2019, Scott is hosting the Broadsheet 
Kitchen residency for emerging chefs at 
Saint Crispin

• THE CONCEPT: Flavour pairing is what 
Scott is known for. Recipes are labelled with 
their key flavour profiles from the list of 
eight, and feature drink pairing suggestions. 
Each chapter ends with two menus 
suggesting which dishes to serve together

• THE MOMENT: This elemental approach 
to cooking is very much on–trend right now, 
thanks in part to Samin Nosrat’s Salt, Fat, 
Acid, Heat (7K copies Bookscan and popular 
Netflix series). Marriage of Flavours is less 
scientific and therefore more approachable

• THE MARKET: Foodies aged 30+, male 
and female. Scott is especially well–known 
in Melbourne, and sold 4.5K copies of his 
first book (a memoir–cookbook of stories 
and fine dining recipes) purely through his 
restaurants and word–of–mouth.

• THE LOOK AND FEEL: Textured paperback 
featuring gold foil with a ¾ height full–
colour wraparound jacket. Beautiful food 
photography that reflects the seasons.
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The Gut–Friendly Cookbook
Alana Scott

Pub date: March 2019

Format: 224pp  

Rights held: World

Rights sold: North America (Countryman Press)

Imprint: Penguin New Zealand

Tasty dietitian–approved recipes for anyone 
with gut health issues.

If you have been prescribed a low–FODMAP 
diet, it can be really difficult to work out what 
you can eat. That’s what Alana Scott found 
when she was diagnosed with allergies, coeliac 
disease and irritable bowel syndrome. Her 
frustration at finding the right things to eat led 
to her developing a successful website and to 
developing a range of flavoursome recipes using 
low–FODMAP and gluten–free ingredients. 
She has all her recipes tested and checked by a 
registered dietitian, and her many followers have 
been asking for the best ones to be gathered 
into a book, so here it is!

Delicious dinners, breakfasts, lunches and 
snacks, plus sweet treats and planty of easy–to–
read background information on FODMAPS, a 
shopping guide, and how to change your eating 
through the whole cycle of the low–FODMAP 
journey.

ALANA SCOTT trained in business management 
and marketing, but is also a coeliac, has IBS and 
is prone to allergies. She developed her website to 
provide others with the information she couldn’t 
find when she got her diagnosis.

Sales Points
• All recipes approved by a registered dietitian 

– this attracts many of Alana’s dedicated 
followers, even from overseas.

• Alana’s website has over a million visitors to 
her website per year.

• Fresh look and tasty food.

• Easily achievable recipes.

• Icons showing gluten–free, dairy–free, soy–
free, nut–free, egg–free, low–FODMAP.

Cooking
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The Baker’s Companion
Allyson Gofton

Pub date: April 2019

Format: 320pp

Rights held: World

Imprint: Penguin New Zealand

As the word ‘companion’ suggests, this book is 
intended to be a friend for a lifetime of enjoyable 
baking. 

New Zealand icon Allyson Gofton says about her 
latest book, “In this, my Baker’s Companion, I have, 
I hope, passed on all the reasons why, in a home 
kitchen, we do what we do — it is because baking, 
unlike any other style of cooking, is not about food 
but rather chemistry. When the mix of proteins, fats 
and carbohydrates gets out of sync, success may 
not always follow. That said, your grandmother did 
not need a food science degree to bake a perfect 
pie, and neither do you.” 

Allyson has poured generations of love and 
home baking into her newest book, The Baker’s 
Companion. Over 30 years of accumulated 
know–how contained in over 100 recipes for cakes, 
biscuits, pies, tarts, slices and brownies, quick 
bakes, puddings, pavlovas and meringues, bread 
and yeast baking. 

This book is a treasure trove of useful information 
for common baking woes. Refer to the ‘problem 
solver’ section to find out how to disguise cakes that 
don’t come out quite right, why the cake has sunk, 
the reasons why the bottom might be burnt, or 
good substitute options to use when you are caught 
short of caster sugar or butter! 

ALLYSON GOFTON has been cooking for New 
Zealanders for nearly 30 years. She is known 
for her recipes and columns in magazines, her 
television appearances, radio slots and many 
personal appearances in the name of charity. 
She has also written more than 20 cookbooks, 
including her best–selling series of books Bake, 
Cook and Slow, as well as the popular Country 
Calendar Cookbook with Allyson Gofton, Country 
Calendar Homestead Baking and her most 
recent book, Slow Cooked.
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Homemade
Eleanor Ozich

Pub date: March 2019

Format: 224pp  

Rights held: World

Rights sold previous title: The Art of Simple: Germany 

(Verlag Freies Geistesleben & Urachhaus GmbH)

Imprint: Penguin New Zealand

Homemade shares recipes for supermarket 
substitutes you can easily make at home. 

In Homemade, bestselling cookbook author 
Eleanor Ozich shares inspiring, eco–conscious 
recipes for daily household goods – all incredibly 
easy to make at home. 

You’ll learn to create your own homespun 
essentials, such as mayonnaise, crackers, 
granola, yoghurt, bread, muesli bars, 
natural cordial, hummus, cheese, and more. 
Complementing these delicious, nourishing 
treats, the book also includes recipes for other 
household items, like food wraps, cleaners, air 
fresheners, balms, hand scrubs and candles.

Homemade is a stylish kitchen companion 
offering feel–good solutions to all home cooks.

ELEANOR OZICH is a bestselling author and 
photographer and mother to three young 
children. Since starting a blog six years ago she 
has built a large following of loyal readers, who 
look forward to her daily musings, recipes and 
ideas for living a less complicated way of life. Her 
unique approach to writing and photography 
showcases her love of all things simple in a 
natural, down–to–earth way. 

A self–taught cook, Eleanor grew up living above 
her parents’ restaurant in Auckland. She has 
published two cookbooks, My Petite Kitchen 
and My Family Table, a lifestyle guide, The Art of 
Simple, and contributes to various publications, 
including Taste magazine and The Natural 
Parent Magazine. She is also a weekly columnist 
for Viva in the New Zealand Herald. 

Eleanor and her family live in a small beach 
house surrounded by native bush in west 
Auckland. 

Praise for The Art of Simple
‘Ozich is back with her secrets to living a more 
fulfilling life – taken from her own experience 
of moving to the outskirts of the city with her 
husband and young family. The guide is filled 
with recipes and ideas for cherishing life’s simple 
pleasures.’ – GOOD MAGAZINE

October 2017
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Thermo Cooker Fresh Favourites
Alyce Alexandra

Pub date: November 2018

Format: 272pp - 213mm x 252mm

Rights held: World

Rights sold previous title: Everyday Thermo Cooking: 

France (Hachette)

Imprint: Viking Australia

Alyce Alexandra, Australia’s thermo–cooking 
queen, shares with you her fresh favourites – real–
food recipes celebrating seasonal produce, made 
doable and delicious in any brand of thermo cooker. 

These recipes are all about fresh, but also all about 
flavour! There are tasty pizzas, curries, cakes, soups, 
salads, breads, drinks and more, all with fresh twists 
and all sure to satisfy. And with freezer–friendly meals, 
fermenting and preserving recipes and ways to use up 
leftovers, you’ll be eating better, saving money, wasting 
less food and doing your bit for the environment with 
these quick and fuss–free recipes. 

Let Alyce show you how to get the most out of your 
thermo cooker, using it to cook tasty and nutritious 
fresh food for you and your family. Includes ecipes and 
options for vegetarian, vegan, dairy–free and gluten–
free diets.

ALYCE ALEXANDRA is the bestselling author of 
seven thermo cooker cookbooks. She has her 
own range of thermo cooker accessories, runs 
her own thermo cooker cooking school and is 
creator of The TM Shop, selling all things thermo 
cooker related.

Alyce is passionate about every avenue of food, 
from seedling to stomach. Her mission is to get 
people cooking, more often and from scratch, 
by showing how easy, achievable and rewarding 
home cooking can be. Her unpretentious, work–
every–time recipes have made her a much–
loved figure in the thermo cooker community. 
She lives, gardens, writes, cooks and eats in 
Victoria, Australia.

OCTOBER 2017

Cooking
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Francesca’s Italian Kitchen
Francesca Voza and James Stapley

Pub date: October 2018

Format: 240pp - 196mm x 260mm

Rights held: World

Imprint: Penguin New Zealand

Heartland Italian cooking from a much–loved 
South Island group of restaurants.

Francesca’s Italian Kitchen is a popular New 
Zeland restaurant serving authentic Italian 
cuisine. This cookbook presents Francesca’s 
popular pasta, pizza and traditional Italian 
dishes and desserts adapted for the home 
kitchen and using local ingredients. Co–owner 
Francesca Voza says she is continually being 
asked when she will be releasing a cookbook – 
so here it is! 

Former tourist Lodge executive chef James 
Stapley is Francesca’s partner in the business 
and has been involved in the writing and 
preparation of the recipes. The book is peppered 
with photos taken on their annual excursion 
to the south of Italy, where Francesca’s family 
originally came from. 

There are approximately 80 recipes spanning 
pasta, pizza, antipasti, and mains such as lamb–
shoulder ragu, and roasted pork hock with a 
cannellini bean salad, as well as dolci (desserts) 
and tempting cocktails.

There are also gorgeous spreads of photos taken 
in the Wanaka area.

FRANCESCA VOZA was brought up in a family 
that was involved in hospitality in the north 
of England and Italy, and started helping out 
in restaurant kitchens from the age of six. By 
the time she was in her teens she knew this 
was what she wanted to do. Another passion 
– for travel – brought her and her husband to 
Wanaka, where they quickly decided they wanted 
to settle. Selling wood–fired pizzas from a trailer 
at the markets gained her a local following, 
and this later led to the opening of Francesca’s 
Italian Kitchen.

JAMES STAPLEY was the executive chef at the 
high–end Whare Kea Lodge in Wanaka when 
he met Francesca. Their shared love of Italian 
food and visions of the menu they would want to 
offer at a restaurant led to a successful business 
partnership. Their menus use the Italian 
ethos of concentrating on ingredients that are 
fresh, delicious and in close proximity to the 
restaurant.

Sales Points
• Gorgeous package – linen–look flexibind 

cover with rose–gold foil.

• Mouth–watering recipes presented with 
warmth of approach and design.

• Stunning double–page vistas of the 
amazing Wanaka landscape.

• Lots of appealing Italian holiday snapshots 
that add great atmosphere.
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Smart Snacks
Flip Shelton and Michael Carr–Gregg

Pub date: February 2019

Format: 192pp - 165mm x 201mm

Rights held: World

Imprint: Penguin Life Australia

Over 100 quick, easy and nutritious snacks to 
boost mood, energy and brain power – for happier, 
healthier kids and teens.

Don’t underestimate the power of snacks! 

When it comes to kids’ mood, energy, focus and 
success at school, one of the most influential 
factors is diet. And a hugely important part of 
what kids and teenagers eat and drink every 
day happens between meals – mid–morning, 
after school, when they finish a sports game, at 
the beach. A smart snack will boost them with 
nutrients and slow–release energy, whereas a 
processed snack or soft drink can cause a spike 
in their blood sugar, throwing out their mood 
and concentration. Poor snack choices can also 
have longer–term effects on their physical and 
mental wellbeing. 

But family life is busy. That’s why passionate 
foodie Flip Shelton and renowned adolescent 
and child psychologist Michael Carr–Gregg have 
teamed up to create this collection of simple, 
speedy recipes to help you make the most of 
snacks every day without devoting hours to the 
process. From two–ingredient cashew balls and 
sweet potato chocolate brownies to egg jaffles 
and a whole rainbow of smoothies, whip up 
these recipes for (or with) your kids and you’ll be 
packing them full of good stuff they’ll actually 
want to eat.  

Show them how to snack smart and you can 
supercharge their happiness and health for life.

FLIP SHELTON is a mother who is passionate 
about good food and healthy food choices. For 
over 20 years she has inspired people about 
food on radio and TV, starting at Melbourne’s 
3RRR radio station and continuing with regular 
spots on TV programs including Good Morning 
Australia and Surprise Chef, and countless 
cooking demonstrations. She has written for 
various magazines, newspapers and online 
publications, and ten years ago established her 
own muesli production business, Flip’s Muesli. 
Smart Snacks is her third cookbook.

DR MICHAEL CARR–GREGG is one of 
Australia’s highest profile adolescent and child 
psychologists. He has worked as an academic, 
researcher and political lobbyist, and is the 
author of 13 books. An ambassador for the 
Make–a–Wish Foundation, Smiling Mind and 
Big Brothers Big Sisters, he also sits on the 
board of the Family Peace Foundation and the 
National Centre Against Bullying. Michael is the 
resident parenting expert on Channel 7’s Sunrise 
and the psychologist for Channel 9’s Morning 
Extra, as well as the Morning Show with Neil 
Mitchell on Radio 3AW. He is married with two 
sons and is a special patron of the Hawthorn 
Football Club.

Sales Points
• 100+ snack recipes for parents who want to 

boost the health and happiness of their kids. 
Chapters cover smoothies, energy balls, 
sandwiches, chips and dips, healthy sweet 
treats and more. Also features clever hacks 
for efficient snack prepping and Michael’s 
top tips for dealing with the stress of study.

• There’s a real gap in the market for a book 
like this – there’s very little out there that 
covers healthy snacking aimed at parents. 
Aimed at parents with kids aged 5–20, 
especially those who want to give their 
children an academic advantage! Perfect for 
high school students facing exams.
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One Handed Cooks: Boosting 
Your Basics
Allie Gaunt, Jessica Beaton and Sarah 
Buckle

Pub date: March 2019

Format: 272pp - 209mm x 261mm

Rights held: World

Imprint: Viking Australia

The bestselling One Handed Cooks are back, 
showing you how to boost the nutrition and 
flavour of favourite family meals – with over 100 
simple, healthy recipes and countless practical 
tips to provide your child with a lifelong positive 
relationship with food.

Whether it’s breakfast, lunch or dinner, or 
maybe the much–loved snacks and sweets 
in between, every meal is an opportunity to 
introduce children to the joy of eating, help them 
discover new tastes and textures, and boost their 
nutritional intake.

Following on from their highly successful 
debut cookbook, the hugely popular One 
Handed Cooks have created this new collection 
of recipes and mealtime advice to provide 
inspiration and ideas for family–friendly food 
that’s healthy, simple to prepare and packed full 
of flavour.

In this new book, you’ll discover how to: 

• Create happy family mealtimes that are built 
upon positive reactions to food 

• Introduce textured foods, solids and 
new ingredients in ways that encourage 
acceptance 

• Manage and move on from some of most 
common fussy eating behaviours, including 
food jags and aversions to vegetables 

• Use daily structure and mealtime routines 
to reduce anxiety around eating and instead 
encourage discovery and enjoyment 

• Adapt a single meal to suit the whole family: 
baby, toddler and adult 

• Cater to common allergies and intolerances 
(such as dairy, gluten and wheat) with 
simple substitutions that don’t compromise 
on nutrition.

ONE HANDED COOKS is a baby, toddler and 
family food website that features a wide range 
of simple, healthy and clever recipes to help 
parents make food a source of enjoyment 
and nourishment for their children. Written 
with an Accredited Practising Dietitian (APD) 
as part of the team, it also offers friendly and 
realistic nutrition information, as well as tips 
and strategies to help manage fussy eating 
behaviours. 

ALLIE GAUNT is the creator and co–director 
of the hugely successful One Handed Cooks 
blog. Allie is passionate about feeding children 
nutritious, homemade food and making 
mealtimes happy, and she has inspired families 
around the world to make positive, healthy 
changes for their children.

JESSICA BEATON is an Accredited Practising 
Dietitian with a passion for helping babies 
starting solids and inspiring families to enjoy 
happy mealtimes and a healthy love of food. 
She is a co–director of One Handed Cooks, a 
keen cook and combines her personal journey 
as a mum of three fun–loving boys with 17 years 
of evidence–based training and experience as 
a dietitian to simplify the science and educate 
parents in a friendly and practical way. 

SARAH BUCKLE is a co–director of One Handed 
Cooks, and the photographer and food stylist, 
capturing the enjoyment of childhood and 
cherished food moments while showcasing 
simple, wholesome food to perfection.

Sales Points
• The original One Handed Cooks cookbook 
is already becoming a classic – it’s on its 
eighth print run with over 11.5k copies sold – 
and the website continues to be a household 
name, reaching parents throughout the world 
(including 140k Facebook followers).

• This second cookbook features over 100 
recipes with a focus on adapting favourite 
family meals to suit kids of all ages (plus adults!) 
and making them more nutritious, even more 
delicious and fussy–eater friendly.

• Also includes lots of solid practical advice 
for parents on raising a healthy eater and 
encouraging positive behaviours around food: 
from starting your baby on solids and dealing 
with ‘food jags’ (obsessions with white foods), to 
hosting a healthy kids’ party and using sensory 
play before mealtimes to reduce anxiety and 
encourage engagement.

• Colourful design and practical layout – every 
recipe is easy to follow, adaptable for common 
food intolerances such as gluten, nuts and 
dairy, and includes a nutrition note and storage 
instructions.

• Features a chapter dedicated to vegetarian 
meals and a chapter on the favourite ‘one meal 
three ways’ concept so popular from the first 
book: one recipe that makes serves adapted to 
baby, toddler and parents.
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In 2000, Rebekah Robertson gave birth to 
twin boys, George and Harry. But as they grew 
older, their preferences began to show, and 
by the age of three it was clear Georgie was 
drawn to anything that was pretty or had a 
skirt that could swirl. 
Before long Georgie began to insist that she was 
a girl and became distressed that she had to 
hide who she really was when she started school. 
Soon the bullying started and she would come 
home in floods of tears, begging her mother to 
help her. Aged seven, Georgie was suicidal. 

Rebekah and her husband, conflicted about how 
to proceed and overwhelmed by fear, united in 
their determination to save her life. To ensure 
Georgie had access to medical support they 
sought permission for her to begin puberty–
blocking medication. Their case, Re: Jamie, 
was the start of the long road to justice for 
transgender children in Australia and became 
the basis of the 2013 landmark decision to 
remove the Family Court’s jurisdiction.  

Georgie would go on to become one of the 
brightest stars of the Australian youth leadership 
landscape through her advocacy work. And 
Rebekah would found Transcend, a support 
network for transgender kids and their families 
in Australia. 

Part memoir and part inspirational message 
of hope for those navigating a similar path, 
Transcend is a thought–provoking and 
profoundly moving true story. Above all, it is a 
celebration of diversity and the values that unite 
us all.

REBEKAH ROBERTSON is an Australian actor 
and activist who has appeared on television and 
on stage. In 2012, she founded the first parent–
led peer support group and information hub for 
transgender kids and their families in Australia, 
Transcend. She now advocates for transgender 
kids and has won numerous awards for her work.

GEORGIE STONE is a transgender girl. She 
is an advocate for trans and gender diverse 
children and youth as well as a full–time student 
currently completing her VCE studies. Georgie’s 
visibility along with sharing her experiences and 
insights has shone a light on the challenges 
facing gender diverse children and adolescents 
in Australia. She has been able to articulate the 
child’s perspective in a way that has created 
understanding and acceptance.

Georgie’s Awards and Scholarships
2016
• GLBTI Person of the Year.  Presented by 

GLOBE

• Long Tan Youth Leadership Award.  
Presented by the Australian Defence Force

• Making a Difference Award.  Presented by 
the Anti–Defamation Commission

• Kwong Lee Dow Youth Scholars Program.  
Presented by the University of Melbourne

2017/2018
• Young Voltaire Award. Presented by Liberty 

Victoria

• 2017 Young People’s Human Rights Medal

• 2018 Finalist Hero of the Year Australian 
LGBTI Awards

• 2018 Victorian Young Australian of the Year

Sales Points
• Forward written by Georgie Stone. 
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An inspiring story of how a very sick child helped 
so many people, including his father. With more 
than 1000 medical procedures including two heart 
transplants, Shaun Miller faced adversity like few 
people could. He did it with a smile and positivity, 
and in the seven-million times viewed farewell 
message to family and friends, he spoke about his 
life as ‘An Awesome Ride’. 

When Shaun Miller battled for life he discovered 
what life was about. On 1 May, 2012, he recorded a 
video called My Final Goodbye for his family and 
friends . . .  it went viral and has today recorded 
nearly six million views. Less than a month later he 
died. 

Shaun was remarkable, and his story has been self–
published in the book An Awesome Ride and will be 
seen in 2020 in a movie of the same name. 

But every story has more than one part to it. An 
Awesome Ride: Through a Father’s Eyes is the story 
of Shaun’s life as told by his father, Cameron. It is 
a story of two heart transplants and one thousand 
medical procedures, of a heart disease that may 
have taken his life but not his spirit. 

This story is laden with messages of positivity 
through the greatest of hardships, of attempting 
to deal with grief while understanding the legacy 
created by an amazing young man.

Shane Jacobson  
stars in the movie 

adaptation of  
An Awesome Ride  

(Currently in 
production)
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Jack Charles has worn many hats throughout his 
life: actor, cat burglar, musician, heroin addict, 
activist, even Senior Victorian Australian of the 
Year. But the title he’s most proud to claim is that 
he’s an Aboriginal Elder. 

Stolen from his mother and placed into institutional 
care when he was only a few months old, Uncle Jack 
was raised under the government’s White Australia 
Policy. The loneliness and isolation he experienced 
during those years had a devastating impact on 
him that endured long after he reconnected with his 
Aboriginal roots and discovered his stolen identity. 
Even today he feels like an outsider; a loner; a fringe 
dweller.

In this honest and no–holds–barred memoir, Uncle 
Jack reveals the ‘ups and downs of this crazy, drugged 
up, locked up, fucked up, and at times unbelievable, 
life’. From his sideline as a cat burglar, battles with drug 
addiction and stints in prison, to gracing the nation’s 
stages and screens as he dazzled audiences with 
his big personality and acting prowess, he takes us 
through the most formative moments of his life. 

By turns heartbreaking and hilarious, Jack Charles: A 
Born–again Blakfella is a candid and uplifting memoir 
from one of Australia’s finest and most beloved actors.

UNCLE JACK CHARLES is an Australian legend: 
survivor of the Stolen Generation, Indigenous 
elder, actor, musician, activist and former heroin 
addict and cat burglar. Now on the cusp of his 
75th birthday, he’s ready to tell the full story of 
how he became a born–again Blakfella and one of 
Australia’s best–loved actors.

Selling Points
• Uncle Jack is a famous Australian actor in 

theatre and film. 

• A story about the Stolen Generation but also 
about overcoming personal and structural 
hardships. 

• Told in his own unique voice, and with his 
sense of humour.

• Was named Victorian Senior Australian of 
the Year in 2016.

• Recipient of the Tudawali Award at the 
Message Sticks Festival in 2009, honouring 
his lifetime contribution to Indigenous 
media, and of the Green Room Lifetime 
Achievement Award in 2014.

• Uncle Jack is a talented public speaker and 
performer.

• Gave a TEDTalk in 2017 about mentoring 
Indigenous inmates.
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Reviewing a life and a country.
In 1993, Alan Duff wrote his hard–hitting 
book Maori: The Crisis and the Challenge. His 
controversial comments shook the country. 
A quarter of a century later, New Zealand and 
Maoridom are in a very different place. And so is 
Alan – he has since published many more books, 
had several films made of his works, become 
instrumental in setting up and sustaining Books 
in Homes, has endured bankruptcy, become 
a grandfather and great–grandfather and has 
lived in France. Now he is back, he reconsiders 
his life and his country with fresh eyes.

Never one to shy away from being a whetstone 
on which others can sharpen their own opinions, 
Alan tells it how he sees it. 

ALAN DUFF was born in Rotorua in 1950. 
He has written novels, including Once Were 
Warriors, One Night Out Stealing, What Becomes 
of the Broken Hearted?, Both Sides of the Moon, 
Szabad, Jake’s Long Shadow, Dreamboat Dad 
and Who Sings for Lu?, a novella (State Ward), 
several children’s books and a number of non–
fiction works. Once Were Warriors won the Pen 
Best First Book of Fiction Award and, as well 
as What Becomes of the Broken Hearted?, was 
made into an internationally acclaimed film. 

Duff was the driving force behind the Books 
in Homes scheme, which, with commercial 
sponsorship and government support, aims to 
break the cycle of illiteracy, poverty, anger and 
violence among underprivileged children by 
providing books for them to own.

Ben Quilty
Ben Quilty

Pub date: February 2019

Format: 352pp – 257mm x 303mm

Rights held: World

Imprint: Lantern

A celebration of the last two decades of work from 
Australian artist Ben Quilty, to coincide with a 
major retrospective of his work. With a Foreword by 
Richard Flanagan.

Ben Quilty has worked across a range of media 
including drawing, photography, sculpture, 
installation and film. His works often respond 
to social and political events, from the current 
global refugee crisis to the complex social 
history of Australia; he is constantly critiquing 
notions of identity, patriotism and male rites of 
passage.

Quilty is a past winner of the Archibald Prize for 
portraiture, the National Self–Portrait Prize, and 
the Doug Moran National Portrait Prize. This rich 
and comprehensive collection of his work from 
the past two decades is accompanied by essays 
from Lisa Slade and Justin Paton.

BEN QUILTY was born in Sydney, Australia, 
in 1973. The recipient of numerous art prizes 
including the Doug Moran National Portrait 
Prize, Archibald Prize and the Prudential Eye 
Award for Contemporary Art in Singapore, 
his work is represented in major national and 
international collections.
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A Short History of the World North America (Rowman & 

Littlefield), Italy (Edizionne Piemme), Czech Republic 

(BB Art), Russia (AST–Release Holdings), Spain 

(Ediciones Peninsula), Turkey (1001 Kitap), Brazil (Editora 

Fundamento), Greece (Fytrake Publications), Korea 

(Humanist Publishing Group), China (Beijing Imaginist 

Time Culture), Japan (Minerva Shobo), Lithuania (TYTO 

ALBA)

A Shorter History of Australia China (Beijing Imaginist 

Time Culture), Audio (Bolinda)

Audio: Rights Available
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Before I Forget is the long–awaited memoir from 
Professor Geoffrey Blainey – Australia’s most 
significant and popular historian – that tells the 
story of the first forty years of his life, from his 
childhood to his career as historian and writer.

Now in his late–eighties, and listed by the 
National Trust as a ‘Living Treasure’, in Before I 
Forget, Geoffrey Blainey reflects on his humble 
beginnings as the son of a Methodist Minister 
and school teacher, one of five children, and a 
carefree childhood spent in rural Victoria, from 
Terang to Leongatha, Geelong to Ballarat. 

Warm, insightful and lyrically written, Before I 
Forget recounts the experiences and influences 
that have shaped the astonishing mind of 
Australia’s most loved historian. But in this 
book Blainey has given us something more – a 
fascinating and affectionate social history in 
and of itself.

PROFESSOR GEOFFREY BLAINEY’S first 
book was completed when he was in his early 
twenties. Since then he has written another 
thirty–five, including Triumph of the Nomads, 
The Rush That Never Ended, The Tyranny 
of Distance and other well known books on 
Australia’s history. His more recent books on 
global history, including A Short History of the 
World, have been translated into many foreign 
languages and published in places as far apart 
as Brazil, Spain and Turkey.   

For twenty years he was professor of economic 
history and then Ernest Scott professor of 
history at the University of Melbourne, with 
a term as professor of Australian Studies at 
Harvard University.  He also served the federal 
government as chairman of the Australia 
Council, the National Council for the Centenary 
of Federation, and the Australia–China Council.  
In New York, in 1988, Blainey received the 
celebrated Britannica Prize ‘for excellence in the 
dissemination of knowledge for the benefit of 
mankind’.

© PENGUIN RANDOM HOUSE
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Xi Jinping has transformed China at home and 
abroad with a speed and aggression that few 
foresaw when he came to power in 2012. Finally, 
he is meeting resistance, both at home among 
disgruntled officials and disillusioned technocrats, 
and abroad from an emerging coalition of Western 
nations that seem determined to resist China’s 
geopolitical and high-tech expansion. With the 
United States and China at loggerheads, Richard 
McGregor outlines how the world came to be split 
in two.

Author of the acclaimed bestseller The Party: 
The Secret World of China’s Communist Rulers, 
RICHARD MCGREGOR has reported from 
Asia for two decades. Formerly Chief of the 
Washington Bureau of the Financial Times, he 
has won numerous awards for his journalism. 
He has also contributed articles and reports 
to the BBC, the International Herald Tribune 
and the Far Eastern Economic Review. In 2015 
he was made a Fellow at the Wilson Center in 
Washington.

Selling Points
• Successful series: Xi Jinping: The Backlash 

is our 12th collaboration with the Lowy 
Institute, the bestselling of which have sold 
4000 copies.

• The best commentary: The Lowy Institute 
is an independent international policy think 
tank, located in Sydney. It provides high-
quality research and distinctive perspectives 
on the international trends shaping 
Australia and the world.

• Timely: As an ascendent power and vital 
trade partner, the world’s attention is on 
China more than ever.
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This is an honest and unique memoir of this 
remarkable Maori writer and of the living 
myths that he tells to inspire, to understand 
and to escape his life.
Tina Makereti wrote of Maori Boy: A Memoir of 
Childhood: ‘it encompasses not just one boy’s 
life, but a community’s whakapapa, history and 
mythology . . . The book both describes a culture 
and inscribes that culture in its structure, which 
frequently turns back through generations and 
epochs of time, in order to move forward . . . I 
knew it was true to a way of life and a way of 
thinking and seeing the world. This seems an 
important thing to preserve, and it has been 
preserved well.’

This volume picks up where the previous one 
stopped, following Witi from the age of 15, 
through his triumphs and failures at school and 
university, to experimenting sexually, searching 
for love, identity and purpose, and publishing his 
first books. 

It continues in the same vein that another 
reviewer of Maori Boy, Sue Esterman, admired: 
‘We can depend on Witi Ihimaera to write about 
life, love, history, tipuna, tūrangawaewae and 
more in a way that all New Zealanders, Maori or 
Pakeha, can identify with, rejoice in and share.’

WITI IHIMAERA was the first Maori to publish 
both a book of short stories and a novel, and 
since then has published many notable novels 
and collections of short stories. Ihimaera has 
also written for stage and screen, edited books 
on the arts and culture, and published various 
works for children. His best–known novel is The 
Whale Rider, which was made into a hugely, 
internationally successful film in 2002. His 
novel Nights in the Garden of Spain was also 
made into a feature film, and was distributed 
internationally under the name of Kawa. The 
feature film White Lies was based on his novella 
Medicine Woman. And his novel Bulibasha, King 
of the Gypsies inspired the 2016 feature film 
Mahana. His first book, Pounamu, Pounamu, 
has not been out of print in the 40 years since 
publication.

He has also had careers in diplomacy, 
teaching, theatre, opera, film and television. 
In 1993 Ihimaera spent a year in France on 
the Katherine Mansfield Fellowship. He has 
received numerous awards, including the Wattie 
Book of the Year Award and the Montana Book 
Award, the inaugural Star of Oceania Award, 
University of Hawaii 2009, a laureate award from 
the New Zealand Arts Foundation 2009, the Toi 
Maori Maui Tiketike Award 2011, and the Premio 
Ostana International Award, presented to him 
in Italy 2010. In 2004 he became a Distinguished 
Companion of the Order of New Zealand (the 
equivalent of a knighthood).

Ihimaera is a respected commentator on Maori, 
Pacific and Indigenous peoples’ affairs, and has 
been instrumental in ensuring Maori art and 
literature is supported.

Praise for previous titles
The Parihaka Woman 
‘A fun dash through 19th–century New Zealand, 
speckled with adventure’ – BAY OF PLENTY 
TIMES 

‘Richly imaginative and original . . . surprising, 
inventive and deeply moving [The Parihaka 
Woman] confirms Witi Ihimaera as one of New 
Zealand’s finest and most memorable storytellers’ 
– TARARUA DISTRICT LIBRARY

The Thrill of Falling
‘Full of experimentation and literary derring–do’ – 
JOHN MCCRYSTAL, WEEKEND HERALD 

‘A great combination of the punchiness of a short 
story, along with more development of character 
and plot . . . creating characters that seem to 
come alive off the pages’ – THE SATURDAY 
EXPRESS
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A gripping and immediate account of one of the 
worst disasters in Australian history.

Early in the afternoon of 9 February, 2014, during 
the worst drought and heatwave south–eastern                                                                                                                                   
Australia had experienced in over a century, 
two separate bushfires raged towards the 
massive Hazelwood open–cut brown–coal mine, 
near Morwell in the Latrobe Valley. The fires 
overwhelmed local fire–fighting efforts and 
sent a skyful of embers sailing on to millions 
of square metres of exposed, highly flammable 
brown coal. Twelve hours later, the mine was 
burning.

The 2014 Hazelwood mine fire burned out of 
control for 45 days straight. As the air filled with 
toxic smoke and ash, residents of the Latrobe 
Valley became ill, afraid – and angry. Up against 
an unresponsive corporation and an indifferent 
government, the community banded together, 
turning tragedy into a political fight.

In Hazelwood, Tom Doig reveals the decades 
of decisions that led to the fire, and gives an 
intimate account of the first moments of the 
blaze and the dark months that followed. This is 
a gripping and immediate report of one of the 
worst environmental and public health disasters 
in Australian history.

TOM DOIG has written for The Big Issue, Crikey, 
New Matilda and Voiceworks. Tom’s first book, 
Moron to Moron, was published by Allen & Unwin 
in 2013.

Sales Points
• FASCINATING, TIMELY STORY: The 2014 

Hazelwood coalmine fire was a perfect storm 
of environmental, social and political factors 
that led to one of the worst environmental 
and public health disasters in Australian 
history. A state government inquiry found 
that the fire – which burned nonstop for 45 
days – contributed to eleven deaths in the 
Latrobe Valley. And in August this year the 
owners of the mine will face trial for causing 
the air pollution that led to these deaths. 
These charges carry maximum fines of $10 
million.

• GREAT, COMPELLING WRITING: Doig has 
an incredible eye for human drama and 
tension – this is a journalistic account and 
based in part on his PhD research into the 
lived experience of climate change, but it 
reads in parts like a John Grisham thriller. 
The small–town community of Morwell 
really comes to life in his writing, with a cast 
of larger–than–life characters pushing back 
against the government and the owners of 
the mine to seek justice.

• IMPORTANT ISSUE WITH A TRUE–CRIME 
EDGE: The environmental and social 
impacts of the Hazelwood disaster are still 
being felt today, and Doig’s work speaks 
to Australian government and business 
responses to environmental damage and 
climate change, showing the importance 
of vigilance, education and action in the 
community. But, above all else, this is a 
cracking read – fast–paced, dramatic, 
character–driven, utterly unputdownable.
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The complete story of the lives and shoddy 
business deals of Michael McGurk and Ron 
‘Cottees’ Medich, from the person McGurk 
confided in.

We all know Sydney is full of corruption and 
crime, but none of us expected to read about a 
Sydney businessman being shot in the back of 
his head, in his driveway, in front of his nine–
year–old son, in Cremorne. Nor that the order 
would come from a Point Piper millionaire.  

Kate McClymonth, Australia’s best–known 
investigative journalist, and Michael McGurk 
received intel that he was going to be ‘hit’. Before 
the two could meet, Michael was murdered. Kate 
and her family also received death threats and 
were moved to a hotel for a few days. 

This story involves bumbling criminals, 
turncoats, snitches, developers, wealthy people 
brought down, and devastated families. It 
unpacks the structures of our major cities and 
asks some big big questions. 

Multiple Walkley–winner Kate tells it with pace 
and character and her insider status.

Investigative journalist KATE McCLYMONT 
must be the best–known journalist in NSW, and 
probably has the most intriguing muses of any 
writer around. As a crime reporter for the Sydney 
Morning Herald, Kate spends her time mixing 
with and writing about some of the shadiest 
characters in the story of Sydney. Once derided 
by Paul Keating for spending her time ‘chasing 
subterranean odours’, Kate’s sense of smell has 
led her to unearth some of the underworld’s 
most fascinating tales of betrayal, corruption 
and crime. They are the stories the central 
characters don’t want told, and these non–
fiction villains will do their best to silence the 
storyteller. Her phone’s been tapped, she’s had 
police security, and received death threats in the 
aftermath of her Gold Walkley–winning exposé 
of the Bulldogs salary cap scandal. It was Kate in 
whom millionaire businessman Michael McGurk 
confided that he feared for his life, just one week 
before he was fatally gunned down outside his 
Sydney home.
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True Crime

Hate Mail
Mark Morri

Pub date: August 2019

Format: 320pp 

Rights held: World
Imprint: Penguin Life Australia

The riveting inside story of the Sydney parcel-
bombing case.
Sydney, 1998. Personal trainer Brett Boyd arrives 
home to find a package waiting in the driveway. 
It’s addressed to his girlfriend, model and part-
time escort Simone Farrow. Hours later, Boyd is in 
hospital, fighting for his life. The parcel was a bomb 
that had exploded in his face, leaving him badly 
disfigured and lucky to be alive. Who was behind 
such a violent and calculated attack? What did they 
want? And why was the parcel addressed to his 
girlfriend?

Suspicion immediately falls onto Boyd’s former 
business partner, a rising TV star named Roberto de 
Heredia. But it turns out that there was much more 
to their ‘business’ than anyone had imagined, and 
the investigation leads straight to Kings Cross, the 
beating heart of Sydney’s organised crime scene 
that has just descended into chaos in the wake of a 
royal commission into police corruption.

De Heredia is soon arrested for the bombing, but 
while out on bail, he fakes his death and flees the 
country using a false passport. It’s not until years 
later, long after he thinks he is safe living under 
a different name on the sunny coast of Spain, 
that two Aussie cops unearth the cold case file 
and decide that it’s not over. And so ensues an 
international manhunt to see de Heredia extradited 
to Australia and brought to justice.

Born in October 1961, MARK MORRI grew up on 
Sydney’s lower north shore, attending St Leo’s 
college before joining News Limited as a copy 
boy in 1980 after finishing his HSC.

As a crime reporter in the ‘80s, he worked at 
the Daily Mirror, covering the Sydney gangland 
murders, the Father’s Day Bikie massacre and 
the abduction of Sydney schoolgirl Samantha 
Knight. 

Promoted to Chief of Staff, he still specialised 
in crime reporting, covering the Port Arthur 
massacre in 1996 and the backpacker murders 
by Ivan Milat. He worked for a brief time on the 
New York Post before coming back to the Daily 
Telegraph again as Chief of Staff.

Over the past thirty-five years, Mark has covered 
nearly every major crime in Sydney, building 
contacts throughout the police force (and the 
criminal world).

He is currently the crime editor of the Sydney 
Daily Telegraph.
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Animals

Fine Cotton Fiasco
Peter Hoysted and Pat Shiel

Pub date: August 2019

Format: 336pp – 153mm x  234mm

Rights held: World

Audio: Penguin Random House Australia

Imprint: Ebury Australia

The behind–the–scenes account of Australia’s 
dodgiest horse race, the drunken buffoons 
who organised it and how they set themselves 
on a collision course with Sydney gangsters 
and Queensland’s corrupt cops – all over a 
couple of million bucks and a bucket of hair 
dye.
Brisbane, 1984. It all started with a simple plan to 
secretly swap a mediocre horse with a faster one, 
and rake in the cash with a few well-placed bets. 
What could possibly go wrong?

In The Fine Cotton Fiasco, Peter Hoysted and Pat 
Sheil brilliantly tell the scarcely believable tale 
of how – through a combination of horrendous 
mismanagement, terrible judgement and 
comically bad luck – the scheme gradually 
unravelled. 

How did a horse with white painted socks 
dripping onto the turf come to hold the hopes of 
punters across Australia and beyond? How was 
a supposedly secret plan so widely advertised 
that even the Queensland Commissioner of 
Police placed a bet? And how much of a cover-
up ensued in the aftermath of this absolute 
debacle?

The story of Fine Cotton is the stuff of legend. It 
features hardcore criminals, likeable rogues and 
a supporting cast that ranged from the hapless 
to the hopeless – with some entirely innocent 
bystanders thrown in for good measure. Not 
every crazy scheme cooked up by a couple of 
inmates in Boggo Road Gaol would culminate in 
a story that will be told across the nation for the 
next hundred years. But this one did.

PETER HOYSTED is a columnist and blogger at 
The Australian where he writes under the nom 
de plume, Jack the Insider, on politics, sport, 
true crime and whatever else takes his fancy.

In 2007, Peter co–authored The Insider’s Guide 
to Power in Australia (Random House) with 
Richard Fidler. He wrote and produced Tough 
Nuts: Australia’s Hardest Criminals for Foxtel 
Productions in 2010; a two–series, 16–episode 
examination of Australia’s most notorious 
gangland figures. Tough Nuts has since been 
retitled Australian Crime Series and currently 
screens on the Nine Network.

In 2013, Peter co–authored Unholy Trinity: The 
Hunt for the Paedophile Priest Monsignor John 
Day (Allen & Unwin) with Denis Ryan.

PAT SHEIL is a Sydney writer and journalist. 
Since first being published in student 
magazines in the late ‘70s, and the music 
magazines RAM and The Edge from 1980, he 
has written for, and edited, many and various 
publications, written for radio and stage, and 
authored or co–authored several books. He is 
the author of Olympic Babylon (Pan MacMillan, 
1998), Cooking With Fat (with Craig Preston, 
Transworld, 1997), They Came As They Went: 
And Other Sexual Disasters (Comerford & Miller, 
London, 2005), True Hip (with Ignatius Jones, 
McPhee Gribble, 1990) and the True Hip Manual 
(also with Ignatius Jones, McPhee Gribble, 
1992).
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Military & History

Women to the Front
Heather Sheard and Ruth Lee

Pub date: April 2019

Format: 320pp – 153mm x  234mm

Rights held: World

Audio: Rights Available

Imprint: Ebury Australia

Women to the Front is the first collective account 
of 25 Australian women doctors who served in 
the Great War. 

At the outbreak of World War I, 129 women were 
registered as medical practitioners in Australia, 
and many of them were eager to contribute their 
skills and expertise to the war effort. For the military 
establishment, however, the notion of women 
doctors serving on the battlefield was unthinkable. 
Undaunted, at least 24 Australian women doctors 
ignored official military policy and headed to the 
frontlines. 

This book explores the stories of the Australian 
women who served as surgeons, pathologists, 
anaesthetists and medical officers between 1914 
and 1919. Despite saving hundreds of lives, their 
experiences are almost totally absent from official 
military records, both in Australia and Great Britain, 
and many of their achievements have remained 
invisible for over a century. Until now.

Heather Sheard and Ruth Lee have compiled a 
fascinating and meticulously researched account 
of the Great War, seen through the eyes of these 
women and their essential work. From the Eastern 
to the Western Fronts, to Malta, and to London, we 
bear witness to the terrible conditions, the horrific 
injuries, the constant danger and, above all, the skill 
and courage displayed by this group of remarkable 
Australians. Women to the Front is a war story unlike 
any other.

HEATHER SHEARD was a Victorian secondary 
school teacher and assistant principal.  After 
retiring she researched the history of Victoria’s 
Maternal & Child Health Centres for a master’s 
degree at the University of Melbourne, published 
as All the Little Children: The Story of Victoria’s 
Baby Health Centres in 2007 and re–printed in 2017.  
Her PhD was a biography of Dr Vera Scantlebury 
Brown published in 2016 as A Heart Undivided: The 
Life of Dr Vera Scantlebury Brown, 1889–1946. 

RUTH LEE has taught Australian history and 
academic writing at Deakin University, Geelong, 
for 25 years; her major research interest has been 
documenting women’s history. Researching the 
life of Dr Mary De Garis, she was awarded her PhD 
at Deakin University in 2011 and went on to write 
the biography Woman War Doctor: The Life of Mary 
De Garis, which was commended by the Royal 
Historical Society of Victoria’s Community History 
awards, Centenary of World War One category, 
2015.  
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Gardening

Small Garden Design
Paul Bangay

Pub date: April 2019

Format: 272pp - 248mm x 290mm

Rights held: World

Imprint: Lantern Australia

How to make the most of your small garden, from 
one of Australia’s most high–profile landscape 
designers.

Paul Bangay is renowned for the expansive 
and elegant gardens with classical lines and 
symmetrical plantings that he has created in 
Australia and all over the world. Yet gardens 
on this grand scale are not accessible to 
everyone. With more of us living in apartments, 
townhouses and terraces, our gardens are 
now being squeezed into small spaces such as 
balconies, courtyards, lightwells or rooftops – 
and this makes for challenging garden design. 

In Small Garden Design, Paul applies his 25 years 
of experience with gardens of all sizes to reveal 
how best to structure, design and choose plants 
for small spaces. 

Chapters on Balconies & Terraces, Rooftops, 
Inner City, Lightwells and Courtyards are lavishly 
illustrated with photos by Simon Griffiths and 
enhanced with lots of practical tips on plant 
types, paving, irrigation, soil, outdoor dining, 
lighting and making the space appear larger. 

In this accessible and practical book, Paul shows 
us ‘how to make the most of the small space you 
have, and how to transform it into the paradise 
that we all aspire to’.

PAUL BANGAY is one of Australia’s most high–
profile landscape designers. His working life 
is divided between Australian and overseas 
commissions; his spare time is spent at 
Stonefields, the garden he is building in the 
country. Paul’s influential previous books, 
Paul Bangay’s Country Gardens, The Garden at 
Stonefields, Paul Bangay’s Guide to Plants, Paul 
Bangay’s Garden Design Handbook, The Defined 
Garden, The Boxed Garden, The Balanced Garden 
and The Enchanted Garden, continue to find new 
readers. 

In 2001 he was awarded the Centenary Medal for 
his contribution to Australian landscape design. 

In 2018 he was awarded the Medal of the Order 
of Australia for service to landscape architecture.

Selling Points
• Practical garden design handbook full of 

specific advice and tips.

• No competing Australian title on small 
garden design.

• Will reach a broad audience and reflect the 
reality of most people’s lives.

• Paul Bangay is one of Australia’s most high–
profile landscape designers.

• Successful author on his tenth book – the 
practical ones sell the best.
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Non–Fiction

Buckley’s Chance
Garry Linnell

Pub date: October 2019

Format: 368pp – 153mm x  234mm

Rights held: World

Audio: Penguin Random House Australia

Imprint: Michael Joseph Australia

On a cold morning in July 1835, a man strides out 
of the bush and into a camp. Heavily bearded, 
hair matted, he is a huge figure wrapped in 
kangaroo skin, with a spear in one hand and 
intent in his eyes.
That man is William Buckley.
Given up for dead 32 years earlier, William Buckley 
has one of history’s most remarkable tales of 
survival to tell. How he was born in England, 
fought against Napoleon’s army, later convicted 
of a crime he knew nothing about and sentenced 
to 15 years labor in Australia. He spent six 
months in the filth of a convict ship. And then, 
just months after setting foot on this new land, 
escaped and lived the next three decades as a 
Ngurungaeta, a man of respect among a local 
aboriginal tribe, fathering children and hunting 
and raiding.

He fathers a daughter and begins to forget the 
English language. The local tribes revere his 
ability to catch fish. He is educated in tribal lore 
and laws, perhaps the first Englishman to fully 
understand aboriginal culture. For three decades 
he journeys through a society and a landscape 
completely alien to the one in which he was 
raised.

Buckley’s Chance is not just a book about one 
man’s remarkable story of endurance. It also 
frames the harsh and brutal early colonial years 
of Australia and the new, confusing world Buckley 
found himself struggling to come to terms with 
upon his return.

As Buckley soon discovered, disappearing wasn’t 
so hard. Coming back . . . well, that was another 
story.

GARRY LINNELL is a Fairfax Media columnist 
and the co–presenter of the 2UE Breakfast Show.

Who Killed Davey Browne?
Stephanie Convery

Pub date: September 2019

Format: 272pp – 153mm x  234mm

Rights held: World

Audio: Rights held by the agent

Imprint: Viking Australia

Sydney boxer Davey Browne died in 2015 after 
being knocked out in the final round of a title fight 
that he was about to win. Compelling and criticial, 
this book is an investigation into Davey’s death and 
the shadowy world of boxing in Australia, together 
with Stephanie Convery’s personal narrative about 
her own boxing story. 

Sydney father–of–two Davey Browne died in 
September 2015, after being knocked out while 
competing for the International Boxing Federation 
(IBF) Pan Pacific super featherweight title. The 
coroner’s report pointed the finger at the referee, the 
ringside doctor and the two combat sports inspectors 
present – but are deaths like this inevitable in a 
sport where the only sure way to win is to knock your 
opponent out?

Journalist Stephanie Convery has been following 
Davey’s story for years, compelled by the complexities 
at its heart, and also because when she first heard 
about it she was training for her own debut amateur 
boxing contest. 

There’s an inherent contradiction at the heart of 
boxing – people are attracted to it because it’s violent, 
but don’t want to talk about the repercussions of 
that violence. Stephanie writes about this beautifully, 
approaching it as a journalist, as a boxing fan, and as a 
boxer herself. She describes the power and confidence 
she gains from boxing – which comes explicitly from a 
place of knowing she can fight back, and knowing that 
she can inflict harm if she needs to. 
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Reference

The Complete Guide to 
Australian Birds
George Adams

Pub date: November 2018

Format: 576pp - 168mm x 235mm

Rights held: World

Imprint: Viking Australia

A compact and up–to–date photographic guide 
to Australia’s birds from the author of Birdscaping   
Australian Gardens.

This book is the most up–to–date guide to 
Australian birds available. 

Beyond a field guide, this book is divided into 
27 chapters, with each chapter opening with 
fascinating background information. The 
easily accessible information on each bird 
includes: common and scientific names, size, 
description, behaviour, preferred habitat, feeding 
habits, voice, status and breeding. Distribution 
maps are arranged next to the photographic 
illustrations of the bird.  

All wild birds that have been regularly recorded 
on the Australian mainland, Tasmania and 
offshore continental islands and oceans, 
including sub–species where the differences 
are recognisable in the field, have been included 
and photographed. 

Featuring over 1400 photographs by some of 
Australia’s best wildlife photographers, including 
Colin Cock, Michael Schmid, Eric Sohn Joo 
Tan, Duade Patton, John Anderson, Alwyn 
Simple, Peter Jacobs, Andrew Bell, Tony Ashton, 
Nolan Caldwell, Chris Wiley, Maureen Goninan, 
Marlene Lyelle and George Adams to name but a 
few. This book will be enjoyed by beginners and 
seasoned ‘birdos’ alike.

An award–winning architect, GEORGE ADAMS 
developed the concept of creating living gardens 
that make a contribution to the preservation of 
the ecological biodiversity of their location. His 
interests in native plants and their interaction 
with wildlife, the process of preservation by 
cultivation, and his concern for the long–
term survival of Australia’s natural heritage, 
combined with his love of photography, drawing 
and bushwalking, led to him publishing several 
books in Australia and the United States.

The Brilliance of Birds
Skye Wishart and Edin Whitehead

Pub date: September 2019

Format: 336pp 

Rights held: World

Imprint: Random House New Zealand 

Who knew that the morepork, New Zealand’s only 
surviving native owl, can turn its head 270 degrees? 
Or that the tui bird has two voice boxes, one 
producing sounds too high frequency for humans 
to hear? 

The Brilliance of Birds gives a behind–the–scenes 
glimpse into the lives of New Zealand’s native 
feathered friends. A–Z in format, the text is lilting and 
evocative while containing facts and information 
on each species of bird. Full colour photography will 
feature throughout the book, making it a beautiful 
compendium for any bird lover.  

SKYE WISHART is a writer with a passion 
for science – especially natural history, 
conservation, biotechnology and climate. She 
has authored the science news pages of New 
Zealand Geographic, as well as researched 
and written features for Idealog and Good 
magazines, and online for StopPress.

Skye grew up on a hill–country station near 
Gisborne, but is now based in Auckland with 
her husband and young family. She loves the 
great outdoors; hiking, SUP–surfing, travel, and 
looking after her three backyard chickens.

Born and raised in Rotorua, New Zealand, EDIN 
WHITEHEAD is now Auckland–based and 
studying towards a masters in conservation 
biology at the University of Auckland. In 2014, 
Edin won the New Zealand Geographic Young 
Photographer of the Year award.
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Food & Drink

Richard Emerson: The Hopfather
Michael Donaldson

Pub date: August 2019

Format: 240pp – 153mm x  234mm

Rights held: World

Audio: Rights Available

Imprint: Penguin New Zealand

Richard Emerson is refered to as the Godfather 
of brewing.
Emerson’s is a longstanding (1992–) brewery based 
in Dunedin and headed up by its founder, Richard 
Emerson. It was sold to Lion in 2012 and is one of its 
stronger labels, exhibiting the greatest growth.

Richard is a singular figure. Profoundly deaf from 
birth, a passionate and gifted brewer, brilliant 
entrepreneur and obsessive train nut, he in many 
ways built the craft beer industry as we know it, also 
greasing the rails for the mainstream ‘cross–over’ 
beers that enjoy success to this day.

MICHAEL DONALDSON has been a journalist 
for over 25 years. In 2013, he was awarded Beer 
Writer of the Year by the Brewers Guild of New 
Zealand for his first book, Beer Nation: The Art 
and Heart of Kiwi Beer (Penguin). Donaldson 
also has a regular beer column in Your Weekend 
magazine, which appears in Saturday editions 
of Fairfax metropolitan papers, and is the editor 
of The Pursuit of Hoppiness, a quarterly brewing 
magazine produced by SOBA (the Society of 
Beer Advocates). 

His other books include The Big Book of Home 
Brew: A Kiwi Guide, Steve Williams: Out of the 
Rough and Lydia Ko: Portrait of a Teen Golfing 
Sensation.

Roothy’s Bush Cooking
John Rooth

Pub date: August 2019

Format: 176pp – 210mm x  260mm

Rights held: World

Imprint: Michael Joseph Australia

Bloke–proof cooking from Australia’s favourite 
bush mechanic.

Australia’s favourite bush mechanic has a simple 
philosophy – If you can mix concrete, you can 
cook! Just remember to get the timing right – err, 
one beer’s about five minutes, two’s about ten . . .

Roothy taught himself to cook using whatever 
he had on hand. Expect some honey, watch out 
for the chilli – nobody breaks rules like Roothy. 
His style of bush cooking is as simple as it is 
tasty, and this book is chockaswith incredible 
flavours. Includes a glossary of Roothisms and 
basic stuff forthe tuckerbox.

Recipes include: Rhino’s Rissoles, Beef Strogga 
Bogga, Anything But Boring Pasta and Charcoal 
Lamb.

JOHN ‘ROOTHY’ ROOTH is the best–known 
bush mechanic in Australia. His cheeky style 
of driving, ability to keep an old truck running 
and comical bush cooking segments for over 
fifteen years of 4WD Action presentations have 
earned him a place in the hearts and minds of 
Australia’s bush–loving demographic.

Selling points
• Roothy’s bestselling cookbooks (with 

combined sales of 40,000 copies through 
special sales) are now available to the trade 
in a single volume.

• Author has a huge profile in the 4WD, 
caravanning and camping sector.
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New Zealand

Womankind
Margie Thomson and photography by 
Simon Young

Pub date: March 2019

Format: 240pp – 210mm x 290mm

Rights held: World

Audio: Rights Available

Imprint: Penguin New Zealand

A collection of inspiring women covering diverse 
fields, ages and ethnic backgrounds –from a 
Kiwi Samoan scientist, to the first Indian–born 
female police officer, and a maker of coffins! 

These women share their views on what it’s 
like to be a woman in New Zealand today: the 
contributions they are most proud of, challenges 
they have faced and still face, dreams they have 
and goals for the role of women.

The Māori Picture Dictionary
Margaret Sinclair and Ross Calman

Pub date: July 2019

Format: 96pp – 210mm x 297mm

Rights held: World

Imprint: Picture Puffin New Zealand

This comprehensive Maori Picture Dictionary contains 
illustrations for over 1300 of the most common words 
used by children. 

ROSS CALMAN is a freelance writer and editor, 
and the author of many popular works on Maori 
language and history.

MARGARET SINCLAIR has worked in 
publishing for many years, after initially 
training as a primary school teacher.

The Shearers
Ruth Low

Pub date: August 2019

Format: 272pp

Rights held: World

Imprint: Penguin New Zealand

The Shearers is an account of the men and 
women, past and present, who have committed 
their life to shearing and farming. 

Incorporating both historical and contemporary 
research, Ruth weaves the oral accounts into an 
absorbing, human account, all richly illustrated 
with full-colour photography.

RUTH LOW is the author of On The Hoof: The 
Untold Story of Drovers in New Zealand. For this 
project, she travelled the countryside, with her 
husband, to document this timeless line of work.  

MARGIE THOMSON has co-written many 
books with extraordinary New Zealanders, and 
is often recognised for her empathy and her 
commitment to truly capturing her subjects’ 
voices with lively clarity. With Womankind she 
found a golden opportunity to filter the life 
stories of truly amazing women through the 
lens of their values – the forces that shaped 
them into the community-minded people they 
all are. A passionate humanitarian, Margie 
believes that listening to each others’ stories 
will help us build a better, kinder future.

SIMON YOUNG’S fascination with portrait 
photography began a few weeks into a fine arts 
degree at Elam in the mid 1980s. That passion 
has lasted Simon’s entire career. Simple real-
life honesty is what defines his work – the 
magic of life captured in one arresting image. 
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ABOUT THE ADULT PUBLISHING TEAMS

Cate Blake
Publisher - Non-fiction

Cate Blake is a publisher with Penguin Random House Australia focusing on non–fiction, including 
memoir and personal stories, true crime, pop culture and issues–based non–fiction. Books she has 
published have won or been shortlisted for awards including the National Biography Award, the Ned 
Kelly Awards, the Davitt Awards, the NSW Premier’s Literary Awards and the Christina Stead Fiction 
Award. Cate also sits on the board of the Emerging Writers’ Festival in Melbourne.

Nikki Christer
Group Publishing Director

Nikki Christer is the Group Publishing Director at Penguin Random House Australia. She is a board 
member of the Sydney Writers’ Festival. Authors she works with include: Peter Carey, Tim Winton, 
Anna Funder, Richard Flanagan, Elliot Perlman, Chloe Hooper, Stephanie Alexander, and Evie Wyld.  
In 2014, Richard Flanagan’s The Narrow Road to the Deep North won the Man Booker Prize. 

PENGUIN RANDOM HOUSE AUSTRALIA

Meredith Curnow
Publisher, Literary Fiction

Meredith Curnow is a literary publisher working across Knopf, Vintage and Hamish Hamilton,  
publishing fiction and non–fiction. The authors she is delighted to work with include Tom Keneally, 
Don Watson, Yassmin Abdel–Magied, Frank Moorhouse, David Malouf, Kate Forsyth, Tara June Winch 
and J.M. Coetzee. Meredith is involved in a number of fellowship programs. She is also a member of 
the board of youth arts organisation Express Media.

Alison Urquhart 
Publisher, Non-fiction

Alison Urquhart is a non–fiction publisher of Ebury Press and William Heinemann Australia. Before 
joining Penguin Random House, Alison was associate publisher of non–fiction at HarperCollins 
Australia. She has also worked as a literary agent, both in the UK and Australia. Alison broadly 
publishes across the areas of history, military history, sport, true crime, memoir and biography. She 
publishes many bestselling authors, including the wonderful and highly acclaimed historians Paul 
Ham and Mike Carlton.  

Beverley Cousins
Publisher, Commercial Fiction

Before moving to Australia with her family in 2007, Beverley Cousins had twenty years’ experience 
of London publishing (first for Pan Macmillan and then Penguin Books UK). Following a year’s 
secondment with Penguin Australia, she moved to Random House Australia as fiction publisher. 
During her career she has published a number of brand–name authors, including Minette Walters, 
Colin Dexter and Janet Evanovich, and currently looks after bestselling authors Judy Nunn, Loretta 
Hill, Deborah Rodriguez, Nicole Alexander, Candice Fox and M. L. Stedman, among others.
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Sophie Ambrose
Commissioning Editor, Non-fiction

Sophie Ambrose moved to Australia from England in 1998 and joined Penguin Books Australia. In 
2002 she moved to Random House Australia as a senior editor, then managing editor, and now 
commissioning editor. In her various roles she has worked with some of Penguin Random House’s 
biggest authors across all genres. She currently focuses on memoirs, parenting books, gift books 
and self–help.

PENGUIN RANDOM HOUSE AUSTRALIA CONTINUED

Ali Watts
Publisher, Commercial Fiction and Commercial Non-fiction

Ali Watts started her publishing career as a teenager, as ‘photocopy kid’ at Penguin Books. Over the 
past twenty–five years she has worked her way through the ranks from a trainee editor to her current 
position as publisher at Penguin Random House. She specialises in commercial women’s fiction and 
commercial non-fiction. Her authors include: Monica McInerney, Fiona McIntosh, Rachael Treasure, 
Katherine Scholes, Fiona Palmer, Barbara Hannay, Michael Carr–Gregg and Evan McHugh. 

Isabelle Yates
Commissioning Editor, Non-fiction

Having previously worked at Penguin Random House UK, Izzy now commissions non–fiction as 
part of the General Adult team at Penguin Random House Australia. Her areas of interest are health 
and wellbeing, self–help and personal development, and cookery – she is always on the lookout for 
inspiring books with a valuable application to real life. Izzy’s authors include Professor Valter Longo, 
health campaigner Dr Peter Brukner and chefs Guy Grossi and Tobie Puttock.

PENGUIN RANDOM HOUSE NEW ZEALAND
Claire Murdoch
Head of Publishing

As Head of Publishing, Claire Murdoch directs the Penguin Random House New Zealand list across 
non–fiction, fiction and children’s books. With broad experience in the Australian and New Zealand 
book trade, including roles at Allen & Unwin, Te Papa Press and PRH, her books have won dozens of 
awards. She has served as a member of the Council of the Publishing Association of NZ, the Victoria 
University Press advisory board, Whitireia Publishing School and various literary and arts grants 
panels. Claire has particular expertise in illustrated non–fiction and art books, popular culture, 
biography and memoir.

Harriet Allan
Publisher, Fiction

Harriet Allan has been working for Penguin Random House and its earlier incarnations for over twenty–
five years. She publishes many of New Zealand’s pre–eminent writers, including Fiona Kidman, Owen
Marshall, Witi Ihimaera and Charlotte Grimshaw, among numerous others who regularly feature on
the New Zealand bestseller list. She lost count, after reaching fifteen, of the number of award–winning
books she has published, but over the years her authors have won the New Zealand Book Awards, the
Montana Book Awards, the New Zealand Post Awards, the Best First Book in the Commonwealth Writers 
Prize and several have been shortlisted for the prestigious Frank O’Connor Award. She publishes both
literary and commercial fiction under the imprints of Penguin, Vintage, Black Swan and Bantam. She 
also publishes young adult fiction.
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Margaret Sinclair
Publisher, General Non-fiction
Margaret Sinclair commissions general trade non–fiction titles, including cookbooks, lifestyle, health 
and fitness, heartland and parenting titles. She also works with a range of organisations including 
charities, schools and corporatons to produce professional and attractive books for and about them. 
She has worked for several publishers in New Zealand and the UK over the last thirty years, including 
Heinemann Educational, Macmillan, Fodor’s and Random House.

Jeremy Sherlock
Senior Publisher, Non-fiction 
Jeremy Sherlock is Senior Publisher, Non–fiction. Beginning his career in 2005 as an editor at New 
Zealand’s oldest publisher, Reed Publishing, Jeremy went on to work as an editor then commissioning 
editor with Penguin, then as a managing editor for Penguin Random House Australia, before returning 
to the New Zealand business late in 2016. His areas of focus are biography and memoir, sports, pop 
culture, history and the outdoors.

Patrizia van Daalen
Publishing Director
Patrizia van Daalen is the Publishing Director of Penguin Random House North Asia. Based in Beijing, 
she oversees both Chinese and English language publishing operations in North Asia. Together with 
her multicultural editorial team, she has been responsible for introducing bestselling non–fiction and 
fiction to the Chinese market and to international audiences. Having lived and worked in China for 
numerous years, as well as having worked in several roles in publishing, she speaks fluent Mandarin. 

PENGUIN RANDOM HOUSE NORTH ASIA

Anya Goncharova
Editor, Fiction and Non-fiction
Anya Goncharova is the editor heading the English–language list of Penguin Random House North 
Asia. Based in her hometown Beijing, she works with local and international authors to bring unique 
stories about the region to readers all over the world. She is always on the lookout for original fiction 
and non-fiction from and about China. 


